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ABSTRACf
A demand exists in the mining industry for an instrument capable of testing rock anchors
quickly, reliably and uon-destructlvely. This report describes laboratory tests in which the
acoustic pulse interrogative technique ts investigated for rock anchors 1.:p to 1,9m in length,
using concrete cylinders to simulate rock. The rer,alts of the tests show that, under laboratory
conditions, the length and grout coverage of a rock anchor up to this length can be deduced
from its acoustic response The tests wp.:e made using a magnetostrictive transducer to
provide the acoustic stimulus and a plezoeleetrlc transducer to detect the response of tile
rock anchors to the stimulus. A special case of the cepstrum method. the band limited
envelope cepstrum, for processing acoustic signals from the rock anchors is introduced and
the efficacy of the method in dealing with the very distorted rock anchor responses is
demonstrated.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The mining industry relies on rock anchors for the containment of rock bursts and support
of surface layers of rock in mine tunnels. Inperforming this function, the integrity of rock
anchor installations plays a vital role ill mine safety. The failure of rock anchors in their
stressful environment is not uncommon, and so to maintain the required level of safety
underground, rock anchors must be tested in situ from time to time. TIle present (and only)
method of testing rock anchors is the mechanical "pull test", inwhich the installation is
stressed to the point of failure and, depending on the failure stress, it is decided whether or
not the installation was acceptable. Because the test is destructive, it can be applied to rock
anchors only on a sample basis. Inaddition to the fact that it is destructive, the pull test is
unsatisfactory because itis slow and expensive: the hydraulic test equipment is cumbersome
and takes time to setup. These disadvamages of the pull test have given rise to the need for
a portable instrument which is capable of testing rock anchors quickly, reliably and
non-destructively,
About 6 million rock anchors are installed in South African mines every year and the
development of such an instrument would lead to improved safety underground and
considerable savings to the mining industry. TIle research effort described in this report was
commissioned by COMRO (the Chamber of Mines Research Organization) with the aim of
ultimately producing a grouted rock anchor tester. Before detailing the nature of this research
and how it relates to the problem of rock anchor testing, the reader is introduced to some
rock anchor terminology and practice in section 1.2 below.
1.2 Overview of Rock Anchor Practice
Working mechanism of rock anchors
Rock anchors are steel rods inserted into holes drilled perpendicularly to the rock face in
tunnel walls, and are fixed in ..:osition by filling the holes with a cementitious or resin grout.
A small length of rock anchor·i~ left protruding from the hole for the attachment of nuts,
washers, cable and wire mesh. Stress in the surface layers of rock is transferred through the
rod into deeper layers of rock, the bonding of the grout with the rock and the steel rod being
instrumental in effecting this stress transfer. A large washer is sometimes fixed to the end
of the rod to give additional stress distribution in the surface layer of rock. The function of
the cable lacing and wire mesh is to contain fragments of rock which break away from the
rock face. Where they are used, the mesh and lacing cover the entire rock far md are fixed
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in position by the rock anchors, which are commonly installed one to two metres apart.
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 illustrate some rock anchor installations in cross-sectional and plan view.
The rock anchors shown in Fig. 1.1 have not been correctly (fully) grouted,
Rock anchor failure
Rust and ageing, poor initial installation, shearing or snapping of rods and the destruction
of the grout-steel bond are common reasons for the failure of rock anchors. Earth movement
is the cause of grout bond destruction, shearing and longitudinal snapping, hence the need
for an instrument which is capable ofmeasuring the length of the rod. Since the mechanical
strength of the rock anchor installation depends on the area of intact grout bond :.>,1; its surface,
the proposed instrument must also be capable of determining this area. A coarse measure
of this area, and a convenient means ot~xpressing the area for a particular rock anchor type,
is the equivalent length over which tl;r~rock anchor is assumed to he tully grouted.
Ithas been found that above a certain are» (or length) of rod-grout bond the rod snaps under
excessive longitudinal stress, and below this length the grout-steel bond is destroyed. The
length of bond at the transition between these failure mechanisms is referred to as the itcritical
bond length". The critical bond length of the commonly used rock anchor and grout types
is between a half and one metre.
Poor initial installation usually amou.z- tv the installation of rods which are shorter than
they should be, or the use of too little groutin the drillhole, Testing of rock anchorhistallanons
is therefore warranted both at installation time, as a quality control check, and at appropriate
periods thereafter, to detect damage caused by earth movement.
Reck anchor size and types
Rock anchors are generally between one and three metres in length and between 15 and
25mm in diameter, depending on the requirements of the mine. Of the large variety of rock
anchors used in mining operations, most can be placed into the categories "smooth bar" or
"rebar" and "straight bar" or "shepherds crook".
Rebars have ribbed surfaces to improve the overall strength of their grout bond, the height
of the surface ribs being typically 1 to 2llllll. Smooth bars are Circular in cross section ann.
have no surface features apart from threads which are cut at the ends of the rod for the
attachment of nuts and washers.
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.Figure 1.1 Rock anchor terminology: a straight-bar and a shepherds crook (not to
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figure 1.2 Mesh and cable lacing held in place by straight·bar rock anchors (not to
scale)
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As its name implies, the straight bar is a simple rod, The shepherds crook terminates in a
loop. for convenience in attaching cables and mesh. This loop is closed by burying both
ends of the rod in the drillhole at installation time.
Grout quality or coverage: is the proportion of rod area which is bonded with the grout.
Grout coverage is sometimes expressed as a percentage and sometimes as a length, where
the area of the rod for that length is assumed to be fully bonded.
Grout discontinuities: arepoints on the rodwhere atransitionfrom agrouted to anungrouted
area occurs.
Grout distribution: is the geometry, or pattern in which grout bonding occurs on the rod.
defined by the location of grout discontinuities on the rod.
Near and far end: The near end of 11 rock anchor is the portion of rod protruding into the
tunnel after installation, and is accessible for the purpose of testing, The far end of the rod
is buried in the deeper layers of rock and is inaccesslble,
1.3 Instrument Specifications and Conditions in Mines
The objective of the research described in this report is not to produce a complete rock
anchor testing instrument. Rather, it is concerned only with the signal processing aspects of
a future instrument, whose specifications rre given below. The discussion below should
therefore be seen as background informatlon which puts the research into perspective. The
scope of this research will be discussed in section 1.6.
The requirements of the rock anchor test instrument, as laid down by the mining Industry,
can be summed up as follows:
The instrument snould bet-
lit Capable of measuring the length and grout quality of rock anchors in situ with a precision
of20cm.
lit Capable of testing rock anchors quickly (in about 4 minutes maximum), and should
therefore not rely on special preparation of the rod, for example filing and polishing of the
rod surface.
'"Non-invasive. 1hat is, the rock anchor installation may not be tampered with or changed,
even temporarily.
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*Robust. portable and self-contained (not need an external power supply).
*Easy to use, even by semi-skilled people.
* Incompliance with mine safety regulations.
Since the efficacy of the rock anchor installation depends primarily on its grout coverage.
measurement of grout coverage is considered the more important feature of the instrument,
The proposed Instrument must perform to specification for a variety of rock anchor types
under mine conditions, which are less than ideal. Some of these conditions are:
*The near end of the rock anchor may be covered in rust, debris and moisture and does not
necessarily have ..l flat face: it is sometimes wedge-shaped because of the process used to
manufacture it
* Rock anchors are not installed with much consistency: the protruding length of the neal'
end varies and one or more nuts may be present on it. Sometlmes nuts are positioned at the
very end of the protruding rod. Washers, mesh and cable lacing mayor may not be attached
to the near end of the rod. The rods are sometimes bent, and are not always installed
perpendicularly to the rock face.
*A variety of rock types and conditions may exist in the mine: the rock may be wet Ordry,
cracked, and the face of the tunnel wall may be rough and craggy, and mayor may not be
covered in mesh and cable lacing.
* The diameter of the drillhole is not necessarily fixed, anli different grout types are used.
The cementitious grout type is, however, normally used in gold mines.
*Rock anchors installed in a tunnel roof are not easily accessible.
* Rock anchors may be under any stress from zero to the point of failure.
1.4 The Acoustic Method us a Solution
The following discussion does not attempt to justify the use of the acoustic pulse method
fully and should be seen as the background to, and broad argument for, the use of the method.
The goal of the research was to evaluate the acoustic method under laboratory conditions.
More detail on the nature of this evaluation will be given in section 1.6.
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Of all the conditions found in rock anchor inStallations listed above, the measurement
principle of "the ideal Instrument" should produce Information which depends on two only:
the length and grout coverage of the rock anchor. If the physical principle explo;~d for the
purpose of measurement shows a dependence on other quantities which are known ;md can
be corrected for (such as rod, grout and rock type), the instrument may bemore difficult to
calibrate and use, but may nevertheless be practicable. If, on the other hand, the principle
has an unacceptably strong dependence on unknowns which cannot be determined (such as
rock moisture content or crack geometry), it is useless.
Because the grout coverage is the more important quantity to be measured, the primary
concern in finding aprinciple on which to base the instrument should be with grout coverage.
If the length information cannot be found uning the same principle, a second principle which
gives length information may be employed by the instrument.
Amicrowave radar unit (for imaging the inside of the rock) and the "antenna method" have,
for example, been used to find rock anchor lengths, The principle of the latteris to treat the
rock anchor as an antenna, and to find the impedance minimum which occurs at the resonant
frequency of the antenna .. this resonant frequency is directly related to the length of the
rod. (A problem with the antenna technique is that the resonant frequency also depends
strongly on the rock's permittivity and moisture content). Naturally, these principles cannot
give information on the area over which the steel of the rod is bonded with the grout. In the
opinion of the author, the only principles which offer a solution to the problem of finding
grout coverage are the thermal and acoustic ones. The principle of the thermal method is
that the thermal resistance between the rock anchor and the surrounding rock (measurable
with a thermal stimulus) is directly related to the grout coverage of the rod. Because the
thermal method will be very slow and consume a large amount of energy, it is likely that it
will be more costly and cumbersome than the pull test. By elimination, it appears that the
acoustic method is the only principle on whlch to base the instrument.
The foundation of the acoustic method is that acoustic energy induced into the rod is confined
to the rod if its grout coverage is small. but leaves the rod rapidly by "leaking" through the
grout-steel bond if grout coverage is good. By recording the acoustic response of the rod
:'fter the introduction of the energy I this rate of leakage can be gauged and from it the grout
coverage ofUle rod can be inferrcd.lfthe stimulating acoustic signal is chosen to be a pulse,
a rather simple means of finding both the grout coverage and the length of the rod suggests
itself: if the pulse induced into the rod traverses the length of the rod, is reflected at the far
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end and returns to the source of excitation as an echo, then'i:he amplitude of the (attenuated)
echo should relate to grout coverage and the time taken fur the echo to arrive should relate
to rod length.
Naturally, there is a variety of other stimulus types which can be used, for example white
noise or continuous sine excitation, but with the correct signal processing manipulations
they can be considered equivalents. The choice of excitation type must therefore depend
chiefly on the practicability and limitations of the transducers used.
The method selected for the laboratory investigation, then, was the acoustic pulse echo
method. Further reasons for the choice of pulse excitation will be seen later. Naturally, the
premise that pulse attenuation depends only on grout coverage and time of arrival depends
only on rod length cannot be strictly true. Deviations from these ideals will be dictated by
the "real" acoustical laws of the system, applied to every element of its complex geometry
and material .:he philosophy behind the use of the simple pulse attenuation and time of
arrival model, then, is highly empirical: starting with the model, corrections are made for
every material and geometrical variation which:
'" Mfects the measured pulse attenuation and time of arrival Significantly (tnat is, by an
amount in excess of that allowed by the tolerances in the specification).
'" Occurs in real rock anchor installations.
'" Can be determined (that is, is a known quantity) for rock anchors under test in situ.
This is easily done in the case of parameters such as rock anchor, grout and rock type by
collecting calibration data for every combination of the three. Quantities which cannot be
determined by inspection of the rock anchor installation and the possible effects of which
are more subtle pose a problem, however, Examples of these are the effects of grout
distribution and end effects (where the far end of the rod is buried in grout) on the measured
pulse attenuation and time of arrival. The treatment of this problem is discussed later in the
report.
1.5Previous Work on Rock Anchor Testers
To the best of the author's knowledge, no treatment of this problem, or one close to it, is
available in the literature. The United States Bureau ofMines (USBM) has produced private
documents [l}, [21 describing the develop-cent of a. ~ instrument based on the acoustic
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method. Their documents do not discuss the characteristics of the acoustic medium or the
signal processing used to deal with it, in any detail. The development of this instrument
(which the USBM calls litherock bolt bond tester" or RBBT) has been abandoned because,
according to a. recent report from the USBM, the repeatability of their results was not good
and sufficient acoustic energy could not be induced into rock anchors.
A Swedish organization, "GeodynamikAB", has produced an instrument (the "Boltometer")
which uses the acoustic pulse technique. Documentation on the instrument's development
and working principles has not been made available by them to date. Both the RBBT and
the Boltometer use a piezoelectric transducer and pressure contact with rock anchors for the
induction of acoustic energy into the rods, and consequently require that the near end of
rods have a flat face.
1.6 Scope and Structure of the Work
In this report, the description of the work done is limited to:
'"A study of cep i-based signal processing foruse on the acoustic responses of simulated
rock anchors (cla« with concrete cylinders).
'"Experiments on s~roulatcdrock anchorinstallations and the application of the band-limited
envelope cepstrum tu the acoustic response of these installations,
The following paragraphs attempt to put this work into perspective and show how it relates
to the problem of producing a rock anchor testing instrument, A description of the report
layout is given at the end of this section. A more specific statement of the work done on the
signal processing study and experiments is given in the description of the layout.
For the acoustic method, the different aspects of the research and design necessary to produce
a final, working Innrument can be enumerated as follows:
* Investigation of the behaviour and properties ef the acoustic medium, developing models
where necessary.
>I< Development of signal processing techniques for treating the acoustic responses of rock
anchors and extracting their grout coverage and rod length infonnation.
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II< Investigation and optimization of acoustic interfaces' ","'tpling signals into and out of the
rod, with the emphasis on speed and ease of use, and minimizing rock anchor preparation
needed.
If< Assessment of effects of, and design to take into account, variable mine conditions such
as rust, nuts, washers. cable lacing and mesh and shepherds crooks.
If< Collection and treatment of calibration data for various rock anchor, grout and rock types .
... Design of the instrument's hardware and software. Consideration of mine safety
regulations. portability and ergonomics,
...Production engineering.
Clearly the problem is a multi-faceted one, but the heart of the matter, and that upon which
all else rests, is establishing the measurement principle of the instrument. l'hat is, the
excitation and signal processing needed which, after tailoring to suit the observed properties
of the medium, produce the quantities required to be measured to specification. The purpose
of tho laboratory study using the acoustic pulse method, therefore, was to:
...Investigate the properties of the scoustlo medium. using concrete cylinders to simulate
rock .
...Develop the signal processing techniques needed to deal with the acoustic responses of
rock anchors .
...Treat the laboratory study as a feasibility study and A pointer to !'ulther research necessary
to produce a real instrument.
The object Qfthis report is to convey to the reader the outcome of these investigations, and
the discussion of issues which are peripheral to the above points will thus be kept to a
minimum. The layout of the remainder of the report is as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the purpose and details of construction of the concrete cylinders used
to simulate rock. The simulation was performed on two sample rock anchors. The physical
equipment used in the study is introduced, and its interconnection is described, Part of this
equipment are the magnetostrlctive and piezoelectric transducers and their associated
circuitry. The magnetostrictive transducer was used to create acoustic pulses in the rock
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anchors and the piezoelectrl\! element was llSt".d to detect the acoustic response of the rock
'aI??hors. These are discussed briefly, and problems associated with the particular
combination of transducers used are reported. An attempt is made at describing L.1.e
transducers and problems only insofar as they affect the integrity of the Signals of interest,
and insofar as an understanding of the experimental setup is necessary.
Cho.pter3 discusses the signal processing needed in the analysis of the rock anchor responses.
Because the Signal processing can be viewed as the key to understanding and dealing with
the properties of the acoustic medium, it is explored in some detail. The cepstrum is
introduced and synthesized data is used to illustrate the use of the method. Variations of the
cepstrum are described and lead to the introduction of the band-limited envelo ~ ~pstnJInt
which was used in the final analysis of the rock anchor responses. An exampk tk anchor
response is used to illustrate the use ofthe band-limited envelope cepstrum, and the method
of using the cepstrum to remove unwanted signal components is demonstrated. The signal
processing methods described in this chapter were implemented in the Turbo Pascal
programming language, on an IBM AT-compatible PC (personal computer).
Chapter 4 describes the two sample rock anchors used in the laboratory tests and the method
of'applicatlon of the concrete cylinders to the rock anchors. The instrument settings and data
recording are discussed briefly, The acoustic responses (the "raw datal', or "time records")
of the rock anchors, obtained using the hardware described inChapter 2, are presented and
discussed. The log magnitude spectra and band-limited envelope cepstra of these time
records are presented and discussed. An acoustical interpretation of the rock anchor
responses is given, and pulse attenuation and arrival time curves for the rock anchors are
derived from the time recordings; using the band limited envelope cepstrum,
Chapter 5 summarises the principle of the instrument and the signal processing method
used. The shortcomings of the laboratory study are identified and recommendations for
further research necessary to complete the feasibility study are given.
Appendix D gives the results of further tests, done on real rock anchor installations. This
appendix is self-contained, and reviews theontcome of the laboratory study and recommends
future work which should be done on the l~roject.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND APPARATUS
2.1 Use of Concrete Cylinders to Simulate Rock
'The point of using concrete cylinders to simulate rock is for convenience in laboratory tests;
with correct placement of concrete cylinders, various grout distributions and coverages can
be simulated, 'The idea originated with the USBM, who verified the relationship between
pulse attenuation and the strength (coverage) of the steel-grout bond by applying the pull
test to concrete clad rock anchors to the point of destruction. The use of the method assumes
that:
* The acoustic behaviour of concrete is not too different from that of rock.
* Acoustic energy entering the concrete is dissipated and does not return to the steel of the
rock anchor,
The validity of these assumptions is commented on later in the report. In developing their
instrument, the USBM [1]·found that concrete cylinders of diameter 25r.:mcould be used to
simulate rock adequately.
Details of the concrete cylinders which were used in this study are:
* Dimensions of 40cm length and 110mm diameter for the cylinders were decided upon.
'The length of 40cm allows six tests to be performed on a two metre rock anchor (from zero
to full crout coverage) • this was considered sufficient for.' a laboratory study of this nature.
The diameter of 11Omm, which gives the concrete a cross-sectional area 25 times that of
the rock anchors tested, was considered adequate for the dissipation of acoustic energy
entering the cylinder •
.;.The cylinders were cast as half-cylinders, to be grouted together on application to the rock
anchor. A half-cylindrical recess of diameter 15mm was cast into the inside of each
half-cylinder, for accommodation of rock anchors up to this diameter.
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11< Orclinary building cement and river screed were mixed in the ratio 2:3 by volume, in
producing the half-cylinders. In the building industry it is generally agreed that this is the
ratio for which concrete has its maximum strength. Each half-cylinder was allowed to set
under water for 7 days and was dried slowly for three days after that.
Conbextramedium-set grout capsules (manufactured by Fosroc) were used to grourconcrete
half-cylinders together, and onto test rock anchors. The full strength curing time of this
grout, and hence the minimum time allowed between acoustic tests and application of
concrete cylinders. was three days. It was assumed that each concrete cylinder was fully
bonded with the rock anchor under test, and no pull tests were applied to the rock anchors
to verify this assumption.
2.2 Coupling the Acoustic Stimulus into the Rock Anchor
:'0 avoid the difficulties associated with using a piezoelectric transducer for stimulating the
rock anchor (that is, filing and polishing to produce a good acoustic interface). a
magnetostrictlve transducerand associated circuitry were produced: magnetostriction is the
phenomenon in which a magnetic material subjected to a magnetic field experiences a
mechanical contraction or expansion [3]. A coil placed around the near end of a rock anchor
and excited with a high current of short duration thus amounts to a magnerostrictlve
transducer, the steel of the rock anchor itselfbeing the magneticmaterial which is acoustically
excited. Clear advantages of using a magnetostrictive transducer are:
If<The method is non-contacting, and thus requires no acoustic interface preparation: acoustic
pulses are induced directly into the rod.
If< A fixed, known amount of acoustic energy can be imparted to the rod for a given rod type
and coil geometry.
If< The transducer produces a longitudinal acoustic wave in the rod.
Disadvantages of using the magnetostrlctlve transducer are:
II< A lack of control over the waveform of the acoustic signal induced into the rod, because
this waveform depends in a complex way on:
- the magnetostrictlve characteristics of the rod material
~rod and coil geometry and placement
M the current flowing in the coil.
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litThemagnetostrictive transducer is non-linear, mainly because the mechanical deformation
of the material is independent of the polarity of the current. flowing in the coil. This is not
a problem in pulse excitation where the exact shape of the pulse is not important Where the
transducer is to be used for continuous sine excitation, however, the current drive to the coil
has to be designed for operation in the linear region of the material's magnetostriction
characteristic.
* Application 01 the magnetostrictive transducer assumes that some free end of the rock
anchor is available for coil placement Use of the transducer in a real instrument would
require the design of a range of coils fur testing rock anchors: for example, a hexagonal coil
would be called for where a nut has been placed at the tip of a rock anchor's near end.
The coil used to excite the rock anchors investigated in the laboratory study was evenl;:
wound with 100 turns of 24SWG enamelled copper wire, onto a former 20mm in diameter
and 25mm long. The circuit diagram of the circuit used to excite the magnetostrictive
transducer is shown in Fig. 2.1.
TR'"~11 $I""'~'
..,XlIlGirltaN """,mil" +t"~ ..tt" , ....Clt I.l.$
~CO"""" CWl,E II~" IITU
:Ht't~O".. e...,,,,c,
Eiepre 2!1 Circuitry used to excite the magnetostrlctlve transducer
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This [>?agnetosmctive drive circuit is capable of producing a current pulse of up to lOA of
duration approximately 20J,tSin the transducer. The acoustic "clicks" thus produced in the
rod are clearly audible up to a metre away from the rod. Because the magnetic material of
rock anchors (solid mild steel) was not designed with its magnetostrictive properties inmind,
the transducer is inefficient This inefficiency can be compensated for by increasing the
current drive to the coil, but does result in a problem (a stimulus artefact) which will be
discussed in section 2.4.
2.3 Coupling the Acoustic Signal out of the Rock Anchor
A PZT (lead zirconate titanate) piezoelectric disc of diameter 16mm and thickness 3mm
was used to detect the acoustic response of rods in the laboratory investigation. The PZf
disc (part no. 4322 020 02300, manufactured by Philips) was chosen for its convenient
physical dimensions and the fact that it has a smooth frequency response (that is. no resonant
peaks) over the signal bandwidth of interest. The importance of using transducers with a
smooth frequency response will be seen in Charter"\
The acoustic interface for the piezoelectric transducer (piezo) was formed by filing, but not
polishing, a flat face onto tbe rods anL~pressing the plezo onto this face with the well-known
commercially available product "Prestik" (otherwise known as "Blue-tacit). Although lossy,
Prestik was found to have good acoustic properties, comparable to that of beeswax, and
performs satisfactorily when used in thin layers. This interface is not practical in a real
instrument, but it was used because ofits good properties, and to maintain a division between
the issues of acoustic interface design and the investigation of the acoustic medium.
The circuit diagram of the circuit used to amplify and filter the signal from the plezo is
shown in Fig. 2.2. The amplifiers have a gain of about 54dB, to bring the signal up to a level
which suits the analog to digital converter (AID) used to sample and record the rock anchor
responses. The function of the high-pass filter which cuts in at 4kHz is to remove strong
low frequency noise (for example, 50Hz mains and mechanical vibrations) which might
otherwise unnecessarily limit the dynamic range over which signal components are quantised
by the AID. The high frequency cutoff of the amplifiers (100kHz) is set naturally by the
characteristics of the operational amplifiers used in the circuit. The bandwidth 4kHz to
100kHz was considered sufficient to convey all the pulse informatlon needed inthe analysis
of rock anchor responses.
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Figurg 2.2 Amplifier for piezoelectric transducer
2.4 The Combination of Transducers and the Stimulus Artefact
Of the many combinations of acoustic transmitter and receiver considered for the
investigation, the magnetostrictive transmitter and piezo receiver described above were
selected, both for their convenience in the laboratory tests and as a prospective combination
for use in II. real instrument. Use of the ma tostrictive transmitter means that the
piezoelectric receiver measures both the direct and reflected pulse, in correct proportion.
This proportion is an important part of th~ signal processing and is needed to gauge the
attenuation of the pulse which has travelled the length of the rod. The use of a single piezo
for transmitting and receiving acoustic energy would make a comparison of the direct and
reflected pulses more difficult.
This particular corrblnatton of transmitter and receiver does, however. give rise to a problem
which might be called a "stimulus artefact". Because of the unavoidable proximity of the
piezo and magnetostrictive transducers at the end of the rod, and the high voltage and current
associated with the magnetostrictive transducer, a pulse is electromagnetically introduced
at the electrical connections to the piezo. This artefact obscures the direct pulse measured
by the piezo at the time the magnetostrictlve transducer is stimulated and, although its shape
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is similar to that of the direct pulse. it must be considered destructive because itisn't a "rear'
part of the acoustic response of the rod, An attempt to remove the stimulus artefact in the
laboratory by subtracting two recordings in which the piezo had been acoustically connected
and then disconnected from the rod, was unsuccessful. It was therefore concluded that the
artefact does not simply add to the measured signal, and that some other way of dealing with
it must be found.
Two immediately obvious ways of controlling the stimulus artefact are the careful design
and screening of transducer leads, and maximizing the signal level delivered by the piezo.
The latter can be achieved by using the entire area of the plezo 's disc inthe acoustic interface
with the rod, and by minimizing the thickness of interface material (prestik) between the
piezo and the rod. In this way. the stimulus artefact in the laboratory was kept to a relatively
low level. The stimulus artefact must nevertheless have affected the results obtained to some
notlnsigniflcant degree, and perhaps the most importantmeans of dealing with the problem
in both an inveo::!;iJ,iipfiona d in a real instrument is to keep the magnitude of artefact at
a constant level.
The requirement of filing to produce a large, flat contact surface is in conflict with the
speciflcatlons for a real instrument, and other ways of connecting the piezo to the rod were
briefly investigated ill the laboratory. One of these was a. brass conical adaptor which has
its base mounted on the plezo face, and a sharp apex which is simply pressed ~i1tothe surface
ofthe rock anchor. This arrangement performed satisfactorily, except for the unacce Itably
large stimulus artefact \'.··~~edby the relatively small amount of acoustic energy adrrttted
to the plezo through tile pointe .ntact, If a more effective means of dealing with the stlmulus
artefact can be found, the point contact receiv-r should be useful, and will satisfy the
requirement that no rock anchor preparation be necessary in a real instrument. Ideally,
though, the method of detecting the acoustic response of rock anchors should be
non-contacting, use of an optical or rapacitlve transducer, for example. A real instrument
with a non-contacting transmitter and receiver would be elegant, completely non-intrusive
and insensitive to the surface condition of the rock anchor being tested.
The transducers used in the laboratory study will certainly have to be adapted if they are to
be used in a mining environment, and should therefore be viewed merely as pointers on the
way to developing the transducers for a real instrument,
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2.5 Overall Setup of Instruments
The interconnection of experimental apparatus for til tests was as shown in Fig. 2.3. The
circuit diagrams of Fig. 2.1 and 2.2 are shown as blocks in the interconnection diagram. The
function of the other devices in the diagram are:
* AID converter ('Thurlby DSA524): sampling and quamislng the rock anchor responses
delivered by the amplifier set. The AID quantises samples with a precision of ~ bits and
records and memorises up to 1024 samples. It is able to perform averaging on up to 255
consecutive records, and has an adjustable sensitivity and sampling rate.
* The AT-compatible PC has an RS~232 communications connection with the AID and
downloads records from the AID which it then stores as disk files. Except tor signal
averaging, all processing of the rock anchor signals was performed on the PC.
'" The oscilloscope displays the rock anchor responses as a check that the apparatus is
functioning correctly, and tJ,) allow the co-rect sensitivity setting to be selected on the AID.
The magnetostr.ictive drive circuit is free-running, and produces about 5 pulses per second
in the rock anchor under test. The "trigger signal" shown in the interconnection diagram
synchronises "single-sweep" record captures in the AID with the direct pulse in the rod.
When given a data capture command by the PC, the AID makes a 1024 sample recording
on the next trigger signal which appears at its trigger input.
More detail on the placement of the concrete cylinders and the use of 8 bit quantisatlon will
be given in section 4.1, "Bxperimcntal Procedure",
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3 SIGNAL PROCESSING METHODS
The object of the signal processing used to deal with the rock anchor responses is to quantify
the echo attenuation and arrival time, the parameters wnich are used in applying the principle
of the instrument. As in any signal processing appllcaticn, the tactics employed depend on
the nature of th~ signal being dealt with, Therefore, to initiate this discussion on signal
processing andjustify the use of the cepstrum inthe problem, one of the rock anchorresponses
obtained in the laboratory tests is shown inFig. 3.1. This example response, from a 1.9m
smooth bar rock anchor clad with one concrete cylinder, will be used *llrougllOutthis chapter
to guide the discussion on the cepsuum method and the spcci~J 1""U'': "~de on f 'by the
rock anchor responses. A full discussion of results is glven 1
response given here should be seen only as an aid illestablish
of the problem.
. the cxarrple
·Jgna~~ , ssn.gneeds
1.00
0.00 MO 1.00 1.50 2.00
Tltltl(HS)
IfilllJN J,l Acoustic response of 1,9m smooth bar clad with one concrete cylinder
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The time waveform of Fig. 3.1 shows the stimulating pulse (applied by the magnetostrictive
transducer) at the time origin of the graph and a reflection from the far end of the rod at
about Q.8ms. Points of note in the graph ale:
>I< The shape of the direct and echo pulses in the graph are not simple.
>I< The echo is not a replica of the direct pulse, but is distorted.
>I< There are signal components other than the direct and echo pulses in the graph. 'Ihese
components will be called "the background signal" until later. when an explanation f::lr the
phenomenon is offered. The background signal is not a reflection from the rar end (If the
rod and therefore docs not assist In implementing the principle of the instrument.
>I< Noise from quantisation of the signal and other sources must be present in the signal.
Where the echo pulse is simple and undistorted, and no signal components appear between
the direct and echo pulses, simple peak. detection can be used to quantify the echo pulse
amplitude and time of arrival satisfactodly. Inthe rock anchor responses, however, the echo
pulse shape changes due to distortion and where rods are well grouted (!iswill be seen later),
the echo is hidden inthe signal component which appears throughout the time record. Clearly,
a more sophisticated scheme for detecting the echo pulse, which is sensitive to the shape of
the pulse, is requited.
Choice of the cepstrum method for detecting echoes
In choosing a means of quantifying pulse amplitude and arrival time, the needs of an
instrument which will ultimately be based on the method have to be considered. The
instrument will have to be able to "examine" the acquired data, using a software algorithm,
and put a figure on the echo pulse amplitude and time of arrival, The flgures thus obtained
would be used to give a readout of rock anchor length and grout coverage. To the human
eye, the echo in Fig. 3.1 is easily identified because of the natural ability of the brain to
recognize patterns. TIle task is not so easily accomplished by a machine; especially in
well-grouted rods, where the echo is smaller than the background signal component.
A short discussion of posslble methods for detecting the echo follows. and leads to the
cepstrum method. All introduction to the topics below can be found in [4].
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Peak detection
The peak. detection method is effected by :finding an absolute maximum in the part of the
signal following the direct pulse. TIle position of this maximum is assumed to be the pulse
arrival time. and its value is assumed to be the echo pulse amplitude. Because the echo pulse
is a tone burst, it comprises a number of peaks. The use of peak detection on the signal of
Fig. 3.1 would therefore lead to a significant error in quantifying the pulse time of arrival.
Further, because the echo pulse is distorted, the relative amplitude of tile peaks changes
considerably with only small changes ingrout coverage of the rod. This leads 1.0 a substantial
error in the pulse amplitude delivered by the peak detection method. Where the pulse echo
is smaller than the background signal, any of the peaks in Fig. 3.;[ may bemisinterpreted as
the echo puls;
Autocorrelation
The use of the autocorrelatlon function gives a small improvement over peak detection: the
autocorrelation is sensitive to the shJpe of the pulse and reaches a peak value at the correct
pulse time of arrival, where the best "match" between the direct and echo pulses is found.
D® to the nature of the autocorrelation function. however, the pulse arrival point is
surrounded with other peaks: the autocorrelation produces an "echo pulse II which is a more
complex version of the original pulse. This, together with the fact that the autocorrelation
is not able to reject the background signal, means that it is not the best method for dealing
with the rock anchor signals. Use of the autocorrelation could quite easily cause one of the
surrounding peaks to be misinterpreted as the echo arrival, due to the presence and effects
of the background signal. This was found to oeeureften in the rock anchor responses obtained
in the laboratory. The autocorrelation of the signal shown in Fig. 3.1 looks very similar to
tbat signal, except that the peaks in the background signal ate very ncarly the same size as
the echo pulse.
Cepstrum
The cepstrum.like the autocorrelation, is sensitive to the shape of the echo pulse and reaches
a peak at the pulse time of arrival. The cepstrum, however. offers a significant advantage
over the autocorrelation function: the cepstrum identifies a delayed replica of the direct pulse
as a delta/unction in the data record produced by the processing, irrespective of tho pulse
shape. This property of the cepstrum J;lutsit into the class of pattern recognition techniques
.. a simple peak detection operation performed on the cepstrum of the signal will correctly
yield the pulse arrival time and amplitude ..Also (as will be seen), the use of the cepstrum
allows for rejection of the unwanted (background) signal component. Where noise and
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distortion are present~n the signal, the delta function marking the echo pulse arrival becomes
spread out, but is nevertheless a wen-defined, single peak. The cepstrum satisfies all the
requirements discussed above, and was thus selected for deau.ig' with the rock anchor
responses. A discussion of the cepstrum applied so real (that is, not ideal or synthesized)
signals is given insection 3.2. A comparison of the autocorrelation and cepstrum methods
applied to signals with noise and distortion can be found in [S].
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the development of the cepstrum method and
enhancements which improve its performance in its application to rock anchor responses.
Because it is a specialised topic, a development of the cepstrum method from first principles
is given in sect.on 3.1, with a bias towards echo detection (it does have oilier uses), TIle
concepts introduced in this section are illustrated with .1synthesized waveform containing
a direct pulse and echoes. In section 3.2 practical issues in the use of the cepstrum are
introduced and illustrated with the example rock anchor response. The example is used in
the development of the "band-limited envelope cepstrum", the method applied in the final
analysis of the results to quantify pulse attenuation and arrival time. Section 3.3 describes
a technique for finding the magnitude and group delay response of the acoustic medium.
This procedure was not used in the final treatment of the results for reasons given in that
section, but is presented here as it may prove valuable in future research on real rock anchor
installations.
The two examples used in this chapter will be referred to as "the synthesized waveform It
and "the example rock anchor response",
3.1 Cepstrum Theory
3.1.1 The complex cepstrum
Consider a signal y(t), composed of a stimulus x(t) applied to an acoustic system, and the
system Is response to the stimulus. The response in the problem at hand will take the form
of some kind of echo, with amplitude ao, after a delay to.Where the system (which will also
be called "the medium" and "the channel") is dlstoruonless and the echo is a delayed and
diminished replica of the stimulus, the signal y(t) can be described as follows:
y(t) =x(t) + lliC(t - to) (3.1)
Let x(t) be called the "direct" or "source" :;ignal and let y(t) be called the "observed Signal",
Where the channel introduces some modest distortion into the transmitted pulse, the observed
signal can be expressed as:
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yet) =x(t)+x(t)*g(t- to) (3.2)
Here '" denotes convolution and get) models the frequency-dependent attenuation and
dispersion of the channel, but not the gross delay time of the echo which is taken into account
by the term (t-1o).
Ingeneral, these equations can be written as:
yet) == x(t) +x(t)*h(t) (3.3)
where the impulse response of the system h(t) accounts for both the frequency-dependent
properties of the medium and the gross time delay to.
In what follows, reference will be made to all of these models, and the symbols used will
be consistent with their definitions Ilhove. Fourier transforming (3.3) above gives:
Y(jco) =XUco)[l +HUco)] (3.4)
Let [1+HU co)]Iwhich is independentofthe source signal, be called litheecho effect", Taking
the natural logarithm of this equation makes the source and echo effects additive in the
frequency domain:
log[YUcJ)}=log[X(jco)] +log[l +H(jro)] (3.5)
rf IHI < 1 j which is usually the case for passive reflectors, the log expansion
(3.6)
can be used in. (3.5) to give:
(3.7)
The carets in the above equation denote the logarithmic operation. For the dlstortlonless
model of the medium (3.1), h(t) =a.oB(t -to). so that (3.7) above becomes
(3.8)
Upon inverse Fourier transforming the above equation, a time signal results in which the
additive property introduced by taking logs, is maintained:
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(3.9)
Although the units of the independent variable 'Cin the above equation are time, j(-c) has a
special meaning and should not be interpreted as an ordinary time signal. To emphasise this
special meaning (which will be discussed inthe following paragraphs), the symbol 'Cisused,
and the name given to the units of 'tis "quefrency" [6]. :9('1:) is called the "complex cepstrum"
ofy(t) andx('C) is the complex. cepstrum ofx:(t). The process for finding the complexcepstrum
of y(t) is summed up in the following equation:
(3.10)
where !F{ .} denotes the operation of Fourier transformation. Some noteworthy features of
the cepstrum example given above are:
*The convolutional relationship between the source and impulse response in (3.3) bas been
transformed to an additive one in (3.9).
*The source and echo effects are separated and clearly distinguishable in the cepstrum, the
source effect appearing as £('1:) and the echo effect appearing as the series of delta functions
in (3.9). This will be demonstrated graphk:ally in the synthesized waveform which is given
below. Separation of these components in the cepstrum is often possible. even if the direct
and echo signals overlap in time, but there are of course limits to this separability. Some
prerequisites for separability are mentioned after the example below.
*Delta functions OCC\1r at multiples of the echo delay time to and the size of the first delta
function. at the time of arrival of the echo, is directly proportional to the size of the echo
aox(t-to).
* The distortion of the spectrum introduced by the log function in (3.5) gives rise to the
infinite series of deltafunctions in (3.9). even though only one echo ispresentin the observed
signal.
'" A second echo in the observed signal, at twice the delay time to. gives rise to another
infinite series of delta functions in quefrency, beginning at 210in (3.9). This second series
of delta functions interferes with the second and higher order delta functions (also r.allcd
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"rahmonlcs") of the first reflection, making it difficult to identify the second reflection and
ascertain its size. The first (fundamental) rahm.onic due to the first reflection remains
inviolate, hi , wer, and is therefore a direct indicator of the amplitude of the first reflecdon,
'" In spite of its name, the complex cepstrum ts real-valued because inverse Fourier
transformation of the conjugate-even function fUm) produces a real-valued function. Its
name is derived from the fact that complex algebra is used inevery step of the calculation
of 'f('C) and aU the information in yet) is present in y('C); yet) is fully recovered in following
the reverse of aU the operations used to find 'f('C).
The process ofrecoveringy(t) from its cepstralform is summarised in thefoUowing equation:
yet) = ffA{exp !F{Y('t)}} (3.11)
Because of the two transform operations in (3.10), the way in which the cepstral domain
relates to the frequency domain has much in common with the way in which the frequency
domain relates to the time domain.
In keeping with this analogy between the two relationships, the terms in the table below
have been proposed [6] (and are now generally accepted) in the cepstrum literature:
Original Term Derived Term
Spectrum Cepstrum
Frequency Quefrency
Phase Saphe
Period Repiod
Harmonic Rahmonic
Magnitude Gamnitude
Filter Lifter
T.3.~ Some accepted terms from UAC cepstrum literature
Where the terms in the right-hand column arise in the text, Table 3.1 above should be
consulted • the meaning of a derived term in the cepstrum can be inferred from the meaning
of the original term in the spectrum.
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Example using a synthesized waveform
The synthesized waveform and it'! cepstrum are given here to illustrate some of the concepts
discussed above. Fig. 3.2 is the graph of a signal containing a stimulus (a decaying sine
wave) and two dlstortionless echoes, not well separated in time [7:18]. Figures 3.3 and 3.4
show the log magnitude logY,n(ro)and phase ~.)'(ro)which need to be found in the evaluation
of (3.5), and Fig. 3.5 shows the cepstrum as derived in equation (3.9). The source effecti('C)
is clearly limited to regions near the time origin t::: 0 and the echo effect appears at t = to
(O,3Oms in the figure), along with its rahmonics.
Finding the complex log of the spectrum
The usual method for Calculation of the complex log ofY(jro) is to convert Y(jro) to its polar
representation:
YUro):::: Y".Uro)/+,(fiJ)
The complex log of YOro) is then
(3.12)
log[YUro)] :::log[y",«(t))i+,<fiJ~= }ogY",«(J)+j~y(ro) (3.13)
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Phase calculation
If$),(ro)is calculated using the arctangent routine, its value modulo 211:w1Ube found. Because
of the need for $),(ro) to be analytic on the unit circle [4]. it has to be unwrapped (converted
to a continuous function) before the inverse Fourier transform of f(jro) can be taken, to find
)1('t). 111esimplest way of unwrapping $y(co)is to search for discontinuities of more than rc
and to subtract or add 21tto the cumulative phase at these points, whichever is appropriate.
This method is suitable for functions which change slowly with to, but for functions which
are not so "well-behaved", a more sophisticated method is called for [4], [8], [9].
A s'mng linear phase component in $Y(co)aggravates the problem of phase unwrapping -
:1 standard procedure for reducing the number of discontinuities it has is to remove the bulk
of its linear component by re-positioning the time origin of yet) before finding the forward
Fouriertransformofy(t) [7:34], (10:1434]. Any remaining component can then be removed,
if so desired, in the frequency domain. (Moo) bas to be calculated in radians so that the units
of (3.13) are compatible.
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Lor; magnitude calculation
Calculation of 10gY",(ro)presents. a problem when nulls in Y",(ro)occur. This can happen
where synthesized data is used, but 10gY",(ro)is usually limited to finite values by the noise
content of Y",(ro)when "real" data is used. It is standard procedure to remove the average
value oflogYmtro) before inverse transforming tUro) [7:34]: this average value amounts to
a scaling factor it' y(t), and can be re-inserted when performing the reverse operations to
recover ·,(t). Similarly, the linear phase component removed from 'Ily(ro)can be re-inserted
if yet) needs to be fully recovered (positioned correctly in its time record).
Waveform editing
Source signal recovery and echo removal
Because the complex cepstrum is reversible, the source signal x(t) can be recovered from
the observed signal ifthe source and echo effects are sufficlently well separated in quefrency.
This is done by removing (or "Iifterlng'') the echo effect, including all its rahmonics, from
the cepstrum to obtain only the source uformatlon £('t). When the inverse cepstrum (3.11)
of x('t) is calculated. the source signal x(t) is recovered. Hg. 3.6 shows the source signal of
the synthesized waveform, recovered by notch liftering the cepstrum shown in Fig. 3.5. This
method orseurc« signal recovery ("homomorphic deconvolution") has been used extensively
by seismologists to recover the source signal or IIwavelet" I as they call it, from seismic
events [8J, [10], [Ill, [12].
Impulse and frequency response extraction
The cepstrum of the model of systems with modest distortion (3.2) can be shown to be:
)1(1:):= £('C) +g ('t ,_ to)
1-2g('t- 2to)*g(t-2to)
1+"3g('t- 3to}*g(1:-310}*g(1'-310}- ...
(3.14)
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by using HUoo)::::: G(joo)e -I(ito in (3.7). In the above equation, it is seen that the impulse
response g(t) of the system appears in place of the delta functions of equation (3.9), The
fundamental rahmonic of (3.14) is the in., ..se response of the system, and the higher
rahmonics are convolutions of the impulse response with itself. This useful feature of the
cepstrum makes it possible to find the frequency response of the system directly: isolating
the impulse response in (3.14) and forward Fourier transforming it gives GUoo). This
application of the cepstrum has been demonstrated inthe measurement of transfer functions
and acoustical reflection coefficients [13].
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Ei~llre 3,6 Source signal recovered from synthesized waveform
An alternative means of finding the impulse response is to lifter the source component t('t)
from the cepstrum and perform an inverse cepstrum operation on the remaining echo effect
and its rahmonics, This could possibly 00more effective where reflections are large and the
cepstral separation of source and echo effects is not very good.
The success with which the source signal or impulse response can be found using the above
methods depends on how well the source signal and impulse response are separated in
quefrency, This separability is. in tum. highly dependent on the Signalsbeing analyzed [tOl.
[12). If the source signal :t.(j«() has a broadband oharacteristtc which varies slowly with
frequency (that is, contains only low quefrency components) and if the echo effect
[log(l +/{(joo»J varies rapidly with frequency and has no slowly-varying components (that
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is, contains only high quefrency components). then the source and echo effects will be well
separated in quefrency: J(t) will be confined to the region near t = 0 and the echo effect
aog(t- to) will be confined to the region around t= to. More will be said about the question
of separability in the discussion of the power cepstrum.
3.1.2 The power cepstrum
The purpose of analyzing the power cepstrum in this section, apart from being a treatment
of the power cepstrum in its own right, is to provide a basis forthe discussion of the envelope
cepstrum in section 3.1.3. The detail in which the power cepstrum is treated here should
therefore be noted as being a step in dealing with the envelope cepstrum,
The original definition of the cepstrum [6] was what is now called the power cepstrum:
(3.15)
The power copstrum of a function can be described as the power spectrum of the logarithm
of the power spectrum of that function. Alternative definitions exist, and the one used here
is after [10]. Three effects of using the power cepstrum instead of the complex cepstrum
which are immediately evident from (3.15) above, are:
(i) The use of inverse or forward Fourier transforms in (3.15) is immaterial because each
power spectrum produced is real and even. As a consequence of this, the power cepstrum
is real and even. The inverse Fourier transform is indicated in (3.15) for consistency with
the earlier definition (3.1C} of the complex cepstrum.
(ii) A consequence of discarding phase information by using the squared magnitude of the
transforms in (3.15) is that yet) cannot be recovered from 1pet) (because information is lost).
Waveform editing (for echo removal, for example) is therefore 110t possible with the power
cepstmm.
(iii) The use of power spectra obviates the need for phase unwrapping, because phase
information is discarded in (3.15),
Although waveform editing cannot be performed using the power cepstrum, it is generally
agreed [14:745][ [10: 1434] that it 1S the superior method where amplitude and time of arrival
of an echo need to be determined. According to [10], the reason for this superiority is that
the phase term ~y({I.) in (3.13) masks the echo in th~ cepstrum whenreal data is used. Because
of points (i) and (iii) above. practical use of the power cepstrum is easier than that of the
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complex cepstrum. Use of the power cepstrum is therefore recommended when only arrival
time and amplitude of echoes have to be found; the complex cepstrum is used only when
waveform editing or preservation of phase inform ation inthe frequency domain is necessary.
How the power cepstrum relates to the complex cepstrum
The power spectrum of rile signal described in model (3.2) is:
IY(jrot~= IX(Jro)12il +G(jro)e -11«012
The logarithm of the above equation can be expressed as:
(3.16)
log] Y(jco)12=log[X(jCO)X(jro)J +l<.g[(l + G(jID)e-JlIlto) (1 +G(jCO)·/IIlt~
where the superscript" denotes complex conjugation. Expanding the log terms,
(3.17)
log] Y(jro) I2 ::: logX(jro) +10gX(jrot
+G(jro)e-J6lto _~Guro)2e -J2hlto +~G(jro)3e -136)(0 + ... (3.18)
The squared magnitude of the inverse Fourier transform of the above equation is:
j,(t) == [£('t) +.f(...rc)
1 1+8('t-f~-i8(,;-2t~·8('t-21c)+38('t-3/c)*g('t-31~'l<t;('t-3fo)- ...
+8 (-"C-Ie) -.~g (...rc-2tJ*g(...rc- 210)+~8(...rc-310)*8(-'t - 3/0)*8 (...rc- 3t.,) _ .. ,]2
(3.19)
Equation (3.19) shows how the power cepstrum relates to the complex cepstrum (3.14), and
is clearly an even function of 'to The echo infonnation and its rabmonica appear at the same
quefrencies as for the complex cepstrum, as well as in the negative quefrencles, Also, the
cepstrum is squared; taking the square root of this cepstrum leads to what could be called
an "amplitude cepstrum" :
jit) ~I!l"l{logl :F{y(t)}I'JI (3.20)
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The amplitude cepstrum gives echo information which is more consistent wiJI that of the
complex. cepstrum, because ill taking the square root of the power cepstrum the
proportionality between the echo amplitude and echo effect in the ipstrum is restored. This
definition of the amplitude cepstrum concurs with that of [7].
Note that taking the inverse Fourier transform of (3.16) above gives the autocorrelation
functionafy(t) - It is the action of finding the logarithm of the spectrum which gives the
cepstrum its distinctive, features.
Fig. 3.7 shows the amplitude cepstrum of the synthesized signal. Note its similarity to the
complex cepstrum of Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.7 Amplitude cepstrum of synthesized waveform
Periodicity in the log spectrum as the bearer of reflection information
The contribution to the leg spectrum of the echo effect in (3.16) above is:
t(jro)::= logl1 +G(jro)e -J(l)t°r~
Using the polar representation of 0,
(3.21)
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G(jm)::::: Gm{ro)i+o«(J)
the echo effect can be written as:
(3.22)
(3,23)
Expanding this expression using de Moivre's relation gives:
(3.24)
Evaluating the squared-magnitude term and using the log expansion series (3.6) leads to:
(3.25)
When (JUw) has a small magnitude and shows little dependence on frequency (as in the
dlstortionless model of tIle system), the cosine terms in (3.25) above form an even rahmonic
series in the log spectrum. It is this cosinusoidal ripple in the log spectrum which gives rise
to the delta functions in the cepstrum when (3.25) above is inverse Fourier transformed. The
magnitude (2Gm(ro» and repled (T) of the first rahmonic in ~3.25) contain all the reflectiono
information required, the amplitude of the ripple relating to the magnitude of the echo and
the repled giving the time of arrival of the echo.
Fig. 3.3 clearly shows the cosinusoidal ripple in the log magnitude spectrum which contains
the reflection information: the Fourier transform of the source signal alone has the same
broad shape as Fig. 3.3, but lacks the fine coslnusoldal ripple seen in the figure. When the
edium is not distortionless, the exact rahmonic structure of (3.25) is disturbed and the delta
functions in the ccpstrum become spread out over a range of quefrencies, If the distortion
caused by the medium is not too severe, the COsinusoidal ripple in (3.25) Is clearly discernible
but is "amplitude modulated" by Gm(ro)and "phase modulated" by 4l,(ro) in (3.25) above ~
hence the term "spectral modulation" [10:1430] which is used to describe these effects. As
will be seen later, identifying and making use of this periodic component in the log spectrum
is of fundamental Jmportance when dealing with band the llmlted reflections which occur
inrock anchor responses.
Another accepted definition of the power cepstrum [7J is:
(3.26)
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This definition is different to the previous one only in that the inverse transform is not
followed by a magnitude-squared operation. The mathematical analysis and properties of
the previous deflnition (3.15) of the power cepstrum apply equally to this deflnition, save
for some minor differences introduced by the squaring operation (see equationH3.15) and
(3.19». As will be seen shortly. the above definition is useful in relating the envelope
cepstrum to the power cepstrum,
3.1.3 The envelope cepstrum
This version of the cepstn\tuis defined as:
(3.27)
where I!Ii {.} 12denotes the single-skied (that is. negative frequency components set to zero)
power spectrum. of the operand.
Because the singl~-sided power spectrum is used in its definltion (3.27), a mathematical
analysis of the envelope cepstrum is substantially more involved than that of the power
cepstrum. The expression of the envelope cepstrum interms of the impulse response g(t) is
more complex than the equivalent expression (3.19) for the power cepstrum, and is not
particularly flluminating, The envelope cepstrum can be better understood by relating it to
~";S close counterpart, the power cepstrum, Therefore, instead ()f treating the envelope
cepstrum in the same mathematical detail as was done for the power cepstrum, the approach
taken here will be to express the envelope cepstrum in terms of the power cepstrum. This
allows conclusions about the properties of the envelope cepstrum to be drawn from the
analysis of the power cepstrum in section 3.1.2.
TIle power spectrum of the Original time wave is even, and so in zeroing the negative portion
of the spectrum in creating the envelope cepstrum, no information is lost: the difference
between the power and envelope cepstrum is a "mathematical" one. The features (i) to (iii)
of the power cepstrum in section 3.1.2 apply also to the envelope cepstrum, and the spectral
ripple rema.as the bearer of reflection information, as discussed in that section. The
relationship between the envelope and power cepstrum, and its implications, are discussed
ill the following paragraphs.
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How the envelope and power cepstrum are related
In relating the envelope cepstrum to the power cepstrum, the deffnition (3.26) of the power
cepstrum will be used. The product of inverse transforming a real, single-sided sequence is
a complex sequence in which the imaginary part (which is odd) is the inverse Hilbert
transform of the real part (which is even). Further, the real part of this inverse transform is
half of the "true" power cepstrum - the cepstrum obtained by inverse transforming the
double-sided log power spectrum. The above relations arise as a result of the fact that any
real sequence can be decomposed into an odd and an even part which arc related by the sign
function [7:7]. The envelope cepstrum is then formed by finding the magnitude of the
sequence produced by the inverse. transform, as indicated in (3.27). The way inwhich the
envelope and power cepstrum are related can thus be worded as follows: The envelope
cepstrum is half the square root of the sum of the square of the power cepstrum and the
square of the Hilbert transform of the power cepstrum:
(3.:8)
where .9l{.} denotes the operation of Hilbert transformation.
Advantage of using the envelope cepstrum
The envelope and powe- epstrum are equally effective in giving amplitude and time of
arrival information about echoes, except where a power spectrum has been band-limited
and has its frequent.;y origin Incorrectly positioned (this situation could arise, for example,
when using a spectrum analyzer which performs a frequency sweep over a limited band).
In this case (or any case where the saphe of the cosinusoidal tipples of equation (3.25) has
been sbifted), the power cepstrum does not give the amplitude of the echo correctly. Strictly
speaking, the fault here lies not with the power cepstrum itself, but with attempting to form
a double-sided spectrum from incorrectly positioned information. The envelope cepstrum,
on the other hand, will always give the correct echo amplitude because of its insensitivity
to the saphe of the spectral ripple. Fig. 3.8 shows the envelope cepstrum of the synthesized
waveform.
Although the power and envelope cepstra have dlfferent appearances the echo amplitude
\'alues they give at the time of arrival of the l~choare the same, Save for the factor oftwo in
(3.28). This is because the Hilbert transform of 11'(1) zeroes at the arrival time of the echo
[7: 10]. Thus, tbe envelope cepstrum is deemed to be the easiest and most reliable cepstrum
to use, where the amplitude" -trlval time of echoes need to be found. Note that the Hilbert
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transform is not actually used to calculate the envelope cepetrnm: its appearance is merely
a consequence of using the single-sided power spectnun, and is needed to describe the
relationship between the envelope and the power cepstrum mathematically.
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The leakage seen in the cepstrum of Fig. 3.8 is due to the truncation of the log spectrum to
m.."ceit single-sided. A tapered window in the frequency domain can be used to reduce this
leakage if it is undesirable. Naturally, the choice of this window would have to be made
judiciously to avoid discarding echo information which is important. More will be said about
windowing frequency domain data in the discussion ofthe cepstrum and real data, below.
3.2 Use of the Cepstrum on Real Data
When dealing with real data; the Fourier transform operators of section 3.1 must necessarily
be replaced with the discrete Fourier transform (OPT) because of the use of finite length
sampled data sequences. 'This leads to the usual problems ofleakage and aliasing associated
with the truncation and sampling of a continuous signal. By adjusting the record length
(number of samples) and sampling rate and with sufficient attention to the design efanalogue
circuitry. these phenomena can be kept at an acceptable level .. whatever the "acceptable
level" for the particular application happens to be. If the record length is made to be a power
of two. the fast Fonder transform (FFT). which is a special and efficient case of the DFI\
can be used to operate on the data.
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Inaddition to the considerations above, some difficulties peculiar to the cepstrum arise when
cepstral techniques are employed. Each of these is introduced below, along with a means
of alleviating the problem.
It has been observed that tbe problems associated withthe cepstrum are highly data dependent
[10:1428], [12:259], and the application in this case is no exception: the methods described
here were developed with abias towards the rock anchor problem and the emphasis on, and
relevance of, these methods may Shift in another application.
3.2.1 Problems peculiar to the cepstrum
Out of band noise - baud-limited signals
If the FFT of the composite signal y(t) does not occupy the entire discrete spectrum, noise
will dominate the spectrum. in the "out of band" regions. Where the energy content of this
noise is usually insignificant in normal spectra" it may be comparable to, or even greater
than, the signal.level in the log spectrum. This out of band noise in the log spectrum produces
a "noisy" cepstrum and tends to mask the echo information and its rahmonics in the cepstrum.
Ify(t) has a low-pass characteristic (due to a low-pass anti-aliasing filter, for example) then
careful choice of the sampling rate or low-pass cutoff point will give a signal which just fiUs
the discrete spectrum. If the signal yet) has a band-pass characteristic (this could be caused
by a transducer response or the characteristics of the excitation signal, for example), some
other means of dealing with the noise problem is required. Tribolet [8] has suggested a
method which maps the band-pass signal to a full-band signal. The more commonly used
and less computationally intensive technique, however, is simply the application ofa window
to the frequency domain data [15].
In band noise
TIle effect onn band noise has been researched by Hassab and Boucher [5] who have found
that in addition to producing a noisy cepstrum, the in band noise has the effect of reducing
the amplitude of the echo indicated by the cepstn .n,This amplitude reduction is troublesome
only at relatively low Signal to noise ratios (SNRs) and is therefore not a point of concern
in the rock anchor problem. where the in band SNR was typically 4OdB. Where possible,
time and cepstral averaging alleviate the problem. Cepstral averaging is computationally
int -nslve, however, and [15:271 has reported subtle difficulties caused by averaging the
cepstrum,
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Cepstral aliasing
Finding the logarithm of the magnitude spectrum introduces a rahmonic series into the
spectrum. If the "sampling rate" in the spectrum is too low, these higher rahmonics alias in
the cepstrum, Cepsttal aliasing worstens as the echo delay increases and as the echo becomes
stronger: for large echo delays, the spacing of rahmonics inthe cepstrum is large. For strong
echoes the log expansion series (3.6) converges slowly, giving a large number of echo
rahmonics with significant amplitude, which extend over a broad range of quetrenoles,
Commonly used means of combating cepstral aliasing are:
'" Extending the time record with zeroes [15:27J. This effectively increases the "sampling
rate" in the frequency domain.
'"Weighting the time record with an exponentially decaying sequence [10:1437].
Spectral notching
Spectral nulls appear as deep notches in the log magnitude spectrum. These deep notches
cause slowly decaying oscillations in the cepstrum [15:25] and in so doing, degrade the
cepstral separation of source and echo effects. Spectral notching can be caused by filter,
transducer or excitation signal characteristics and can be avoided by ensuring that all of
these have abroad. smooth behaviour inthe frequency domain. Ingeneral, any fine structure
(or "spectral roughness") ill the source signal's spectrum manifests itself as high-quefrency
components in the cepstrum r......;:G21]and should be done away with if good cepstral
separation of source and echo effects is to be Obtained.
3.2.2 The envelope cepstrum applied to the example rock anchor response
A full description ofth~ envelope cepstrum technique applied to the example rock anchor
response of Fig 3.1 is given here. This technique was the one used in the final analysis of
the rock anchor responses and includes enhancements which take advantage of
characteristics specific to the rock anchor responses. To provide a background for the
discussion of these enhancements. a brief introduction to the characteristics of the log
magnitude spectrum of the example follows.
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Observations on the example rock anchor response
Fig. 3.9 shows the log magnitude spectrum of the time record of the example. The source
signal component of this spectrum, gUm), which combines additively witt'! the echo
inforrnation, is shown inFig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.II! Log magnitude spectrum of source signal used to stimulate rock anchor
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This source component was found by isolating a single pulse in the time response of the free
rock anchor (that is, the same rock anchor With no concrete cladding) and calculating its log
magnitude spectrum. Not~ thllk 1.(# (I) has the smooth, broad and slowly varying properties
requized of a good source signal. Bearing in mind the characteristics of the source signal.
the following observations about the combined log magnitude spectrum can bemade:
:I< 'Ihe echo lnfermarlon (spectral ripple) is strongly band-limited to the band above 25kHz,
even though the source sigma's energy spectral density peaks at ahoul17kHz.
*The region 5kHz to 25kHz contains peaks which are not echo infcrmation, but appear to
~; connected with some other characteristic of the iaedium. Note' (hat this is an "in bandit
region ~ source signal components exist in this band, but have not returned to the point of
excitation as a coherent reflection.
:I< A small area around Okf{z is dominated by noise, due ro a low SNR at those frequencies.
The envelope cepstrum technique with enhancements
An explanation of some of tile steps in the proedure below will be given it. the ddiscussion It
which follows point (iv),
(i) The FFI' of the composite signal y(t) is found, giving rUm). 'Ihe magnitude of rUm) is
calculated and phase Informatlon is discarded,
(ii) The logarithm of rm(00), the magnitude spectrum, is found and its average component is
removed, giving 'fm(m). NO?::that the average value, in this context, means the average of
the spectrum and notthe average value of the time record. All negative frequency components
(that is, the upper half of the spectrum produced by the FFr) are zeroed, in accordance with
the definition of the .envelope cepstrum (3.27). Performing a magnitude inverse FFl'
operation on the frequency domain data record at this point would give the "full bandit
envelope cepstrum shown in Fig. 3.1 L
(iii) The log magnitude spectrum is high-pass liftered with an FIR (finite Impulse response)
lifter. to remove source compo'1entst. (m) from the spectrum. The FIRlifteris a conve.ntiollal
FIR filter, applied to frequency domain data. Afterlifterlng, the band offrequencies identified
as carrying the reflection informatlon is selected with a rectangular window (all other
frequency components being Sfl[ to zero). The choice of lifter and window used at this point
will be discussed in the paragraphs whic'i follow point (iv).
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(iv) The magnitude of the inverse FFr of the data remaining in the frequency domain data
record is found. This gives what could be called Itaband-limited envelope cepstrum", and
is shown in Fig. 3.12 for the example rock anchor response. The time of arrival of the pulse
indicated by the cepstrum (O,78ms) agrees with the position of the echo seen in the time
record, Fig. 3.1.
Discussion
The actions taken above. especially in step :iii), demand some explanation. The primary
purpose of step (iii) is to taze advantage of the fact that the echo information is band-limited,
by selecting only that information with a window. The cepstrum 1S improved by rejecting
both the noise and the "in band" regions which do not contain echo information: the band
5kHz to 25kHz seen in the log magnitude spectrum of Fig. 3.9 contains high quefrency
components which, rather than contrlbutingtc the echo information, have a destructive effect
on the cepstrum, The severity of'thls "destructive effect" increases with smaller echoes, as
will be seen in the presentation of the results. With the relatively strong echo of this example
the advantage of the band-limited cepstrum (Fig. 3.12) over the conventional cepstrum (Fig.
3.11) is not immediately obvious.
The motive for liftering is to remove source components from the spectrum: since liftering
in the frequency domain is equivalent to windowing in the quefrency domain, a high-pass
lifter will remove source components (low quefrenoies) from the cepstrum. Because the
envelope cepstrum is inscnsidve to the saphc of the spectral ripple, the saphe shift caused
by the FIR lifter does Hot affect the cepstrum obtained. The design details of thr.lii~er will,
of course, depend on the application. In this example the lift~r was a 45th order high-pass
filter with a cutoff repled of 4,88kHz, corresponding to a cutoff quefrency ofO,21ms. The
cuvlff quefrcncy of the lifter will p' 'ice a limit on the earliest echo detectable in the cepstrum;
inthic;case it:s O,21ms.The use of a reasonably low cutoff qu ·frencylifterdoes not handicap
the method because very low quefrency components can be considered to be part of the
source slgnal, whlch for practical purposes are indistinguishable from the source signal.
Although a rectangular window was used to select the echo informatlon, any window which
suits the application can be used to further reduce leakage in the cepstrum, III the case of
. )ek anchor responses it was found empirically th..ttusing a tapered window tends to discard
useful information which exists ncar the band edges, because th responses arc strongly
band-limited. Vall Veen [15:26], ill his analysis of snow, found it useful to apply a costae
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taper at the edges of his window, where the quality of the spectral ripple decays ~radual1y
towards the edges ofhis window. The band 32kHz to 39k1i2.was used to produce thecepstrum
shown in Fig. 3.12.
An alternative to liftering to few/we the source component is simply to subtract it from the
spectrum, if it is known, The advantage of lift.ering. however, is that the source signal nee,
not be known apriori and that the memory needed for storage of the source signal is saved
in a real instrument. This is subject, of course, t)'I the proviso that the source signal is smooth
(contains only low quefrency components).
The method described in thissectionforfindingban~~limited envelope cepstralssummarlsed
in Fig. 3.13.
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Eb,mre 3.13 The envelope cepstruru with enhancements
3.3 Extraction of System Frequency Response over a Limited Band
In this section, a technique for the extraction of the system frequency response HUm) over
a limited band of frequencies wiJ1 be described. The!'!'" ')n for treating the signal over a
limited frequency band is. of course, because of the natural band-limittngof echo information
seen in the rock anchor responses.
The technique was developed because itwas thought that the "dispersiveness" of the medium
could possibly relate better to grout coverage than does the pulse attenuation. Although it
must be true that the dispersion of the pulse increases with increasing grout coverage, itwrs
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found that the group delay response does not change uniformly and predictably with
increasing grout coverage. Thus. putting a single figure on the dispersion in order to relate
it •') grout coverage is not easy and it was decided that the pulse attenuation remains the
better indicator of grout coverage. TIle description of this technique is included here as it
may be of value where the medium is less dispersive, as may prove to be the case for real
rock anchor installations, or for rods buried in a softer material like coal or sandstone.
The method is demonstrated first on the synthesized waveform, ill section 3.3.1, and then
on the example rock anchor response, in section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Synthesized data
The system frequency response extraced from the ;;;rnthesizedwaveform will take the form
of magnitude and group uelay response, Note that the "system frequency response" in this
context has the meaning ofHU m) as discussed insection 3.1.1 - itls not merely the Fourier
transform of the time wavefoJm (which comprises both direct and echo pulses), but is
independent of the excitation signal characteristics and the direct pulse. Thus, HUm)
characterises the acoustic medium and can be used to find the acoustic.response of the system
to any stimulus which falls within the frequency band of interest. Because the echo in this
example is distortionless, the extracted magnitude and group delay response are expectC"d
to be constants. Any deviation from ihis ideal response will thus be helpful in identifying
artefacts produced by the signal processing technique, and point the way to improvements
which can be made to the method. The primary objective of this section, however, is to
expound the technique.
(i) The FFI' of the signal yet) is taken and its complex Iogaritbm is found. This gives a data
set with log magnitude as the real part and unwrapped phase as the imaginary part.
(U)By examining the magnitude or phase component oftIle rogFFT. the band orfrequenoles
bearing reflection Information is identified. For the synthesized signal it is known that all
parts of the band carry reflection information, so the band 20kHz to 60kHz was selected for
the purposes of illustration. (Refer to l<1gs.3.3 and 3.4). All other frequency components
are zeroed in both the log magnitude and phase records. 'The linear component, incluaing
any .verage (or "DC") offset, is removed from both the log magnitude and phase record
over the selected band by subtraction, after finding the straight line which best fits the data
in the mean error sense. If the selected band is reasonably wide (that is. its width is
significantly lArger than the repiod of the echo information ripples), the linear component
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in the log magnitude record will be due largely to source effects. Since isolation of the
impulse response h('t) in the cepstrum is a step in finding the frequency response H(jm),
removal of source components in the frequency domain is acceptable.
(iii) The real and imaginary parts of the data record are windowed with a Hamming window
over the selected frequency band to further reduce leakage in the cepstrum. Although the
windowing operation distorts the magnitude response part of H(jm). this distortion can be
corrected for, as will be seen.
(iv) The frequency domain record is made conjugate symmetrical and inverse Fourier
transformed, so that the cepstrum produced is real. This band-limited cepstrum is shown in
Fig. 3.14. Fig. 3.15 shows the same cepstrum for frequency domain data which has not been
windowed with a Hamming window. Comparison of the figures clearly shows the leakage
caused by using a rectangular window.
(v) The band-Iimited impulse response h{'t) (at approximately O,3ms in Fig. 3.14) is selectee
with a rectangular window, discarding its higher rahmonics and any reml"ir..in.g source
information which appears at 1:=0. At this point, it would be possible to shift h("C) to the
cepstmm origin, and in doing so, remove the delay to from the record's information [13:228].
Tlus would yield g("C) (see section 3.1.1). Leaving h("C) in its original position is preferred,
however, as this gives a basis for comparing the group delay response prot of G(jm) with
the gross delay time to, thus providing a means of judging the severity of the pulse dispersion
for the distance the pulse has travelled.
(vi) The cepstrum containing onlv the band-limited impulse response h("C) is forward
transformed, to give the frequency response H(jm) in rectangular co-ordinates. An inverse
Hamming window is applied to the real and imaginary parts of the data i-cord, to correct
for the distortion introduced by the Hamming window used in step (iii).
'vii) A (second) rectangular to polar conversion and phase unwrapping operation arc
rerfonnedon the frequency domain data record, to give amagnitnde and phase representation
c tH(jm). Finally, differentiating the phase part of H(jm) numerically gives its group delay
Itsponse r.\(t»).
A graphical summary of the above steps for finding the response HIrI(ro), rh(ro), is given in
Figure 3.16.
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Discussion
The operations performed in step (ii) will be justified in ibis discussion. As pointed out
earlier, the average value removed from the log magnitude record is simply a scale facto;
in the time record. The linear component removed from the phase record is connected with
the positioning of the origin of the time record, also mentioned earlier. A.'1yadditive phase
offset removed affects the proportions in which the time signal is represented in the real and
imaginary parts of Its time record
The reason fu. removing source components, especially any average offset. at this stage of
the processing is to control Ieakage in the cepstrum produced by truncating the frequency
record to the selected band. LUtering the data to remove source components could be
considered, as was done for calculation of the amplitude cepstrum (section 3.2.2). This
would, however; shift the saphe of the frequency domain echo information and (unless this
shift is corrected for) lead to incorrect response HUm). If for some reason liftering has t,o
beperformed in the frequency ol"ll'lluin;the zero phase method "fBolton and Gold [13:224J
could be employed.
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It is interesting to digress on the interpretation of the real and imaginary parts of the frequency
domain data record at point (ii) in the signal processing: because a rectangular to polar
conversion was performed in finding the complex logarithm of the frequency record, the
real part can be thought of as the log magnitude and the imaginary part as the phase of the
1'1'r of the signal y(t). From the "point ofview" of the frequency response H(j (0), however,
the real and imaginary components of this data record are still in rectangular frOID, as
evidenced by equations (3.18) and (3.22). Hence the further rectangular to polar conversion
and phase unwrapping operation in step (vii), needed to find H(joo) in its polar fonn.
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the magnitude and group delay response for the distortionless
example. As can be seen from Fig. 3.17, the magnitude response is relatively flat, with a
value ofO,S over most of the band of interest. This result concurs with the amplitude of the
first reflection seen in the original time waveform, Fig. 3.2. The deviation from this ideal
response at the band edges is an artefact introduced by truncating, removing linear
components from. and windowing the frequency domain record. The group delay response
in Fig. 3.18 is flat over the same proportion of the band, with some distortion at the band
edges. The time of arrival of the first reflected pulse shown by the group delay response
(O,3ms) agrees with the time of arrival seen in the time record, Fig. 3.2. Note that the vertical
lines in the magnitude and group delay graphs are delimiters of the band edges, produced
by the graphing software.
Figs. 3.19 and 3.20 demonstrate the effects of not using the Hamming window in the
frequency domain. Here, significantly more distortion is seen in the magnitude and group
del\lYresponses over the band ofinterest, The rectangular window used in the cepstrum of
Fig. 3.15 to obtain this result was. centred at 0,3ms and extended over 44 data points.
3.3.2Re~lldata
In this section results far the above procedure repeated 011 the example r-ck anchor response
are given. The band carrying the reflection information, and thus the band selected for
processing, is 26kHz to 40kHz, evident in the log magnitude record of Fig. 3.9. The extracted
magnitude and group delay responses are shown in figures 3.21 and 3.22 respectively.
The selected frequency band in this example was windowed with a Hamming window.
Thirty points to the left and right of the reflection peak at O.78ms in the cepstrum (shown
inFig. 3.23) were selected as being representative of the pulse echo, and were used to produce
the magnitude and group delay responses above. Because of the pulse spreading in the
cepstrum (and in the time record), the magnitude and group delay responses show the wide
fluctuations needed to account for the dispersion of the pulse.
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4 RESULTS
4.1 Experimental Procedure
4.1.1 Choice of sample rock anchors
Two sample rock anchors thought to be representative of the kind of rock anchors used by
the mining industry were chosen tor investigation it.this study, TIley were a straight. smooth
bar of length 1,9000 and diameter 20nun (hereafter referred to as "the smooth bar"), and a
straight 1,8000 rebar of diameter 16roro (which will be referred to as "the rebar"), 1.he smooth
bar used in the study was unthreaded, and the rebar was threaded over the last 15cm of its
far end. Both rock anchors were made ofmi1d steel. Although shepherds crooks are themost
widely used type of rock anchor (50 to 70% of installations being of this type). a shepherds
crook was not investigated in the study for the following three reasons:
'" The shepherds crook is a more complex ease (acoustically) of the stra.:.p~ bar problem,
and it was thought prudent to restrict a prelirmnary study to the simpler case.
*The method of using concrete cylinders to simulate rock is not suited to testing shepherds
crooks - these are best tested in situ.
'" Application of both the piezoelectric and magnetostrictlve transducers to the shepherds
crook requires further investigation and special design considerations.
4.1.2 Testing strategy
Starting 10cm from the near end of the smooth bar, 40cm concrete cylinders were grouted
onto the rod until its entire length (except for the IDem exposed end) was concrete-clad.
Each cylinder was grouted onto the previous one, so that the last (fifth) one covered only
20cm of rod a~ the far end. After allowing three days curing tin ..:,:for each cylinder, the
acoustic response of the rod was re~prded and another cylinder was grouted onto the rod,
giving a total of six recordings for U\e smooth bar. The first recording for the smooth bar
was taken in its free (\lngrouted) state.
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The rebar was treated ill the same way: six time records for zero to fully grouted were
obtained. and the last concrete section covered lOem of rod at the far end. Choice of the
distance lOem for the exposed part of the near end was made to allow for investigation of
different magnetostrictlve transducers and their positioning on the grouted rods, were the
need to mise. Also, this distance is not too different from the one found in real rock anchor
installations. To make the simulation as realistic as possible, no special surface preparation
was given the rods. Inapplying each concrete cylinder and grout. clue was taken to ensure
that grout coverage was as homogeneous as possible, with 110 large air bubbles.
The testing procedure descri1"~dabove is geared primarily to examining the affect of grout
coverage (.'0 pulse attenuation, with no attention to grout discontinuities and possible
reflections from grol;C discontinuities. As will be demonstrated in a discussion of the
responses of the l,ock anchors, there is no direct evidence of reflections from grout
dis~cili.inll!!iesand t':.-ertainlyno reflection with coherence comparable to that of a reflection
from the far end of the rock anchor. It was therefore decided that an investigation of
reflections from grout discontinuities best be left as a later, more detailed study.
Inmines, an under-grouted rock anchor which has insufficient grout at the near end is easily
identified by inspection of the installation: the empty portion of the drillhole at the near end
should be visible in cases where washers have not bI.'cAl used in the installation. Also,
according to miners who have erpedence in rock anchor Itrouting, an incompletely grouted
rock anchor tends to have its grou, eonceutrated at the nMr end. Hence tile. decision to grout
the test samples from the near enc, backwards.
4.1.3 Transducer setup and data capture
Transducer setup
The Philips piezoelectric receive and Prestik interface, as described in section 2.3, were
used for all recordings. The near end of each rod was filed flat and the face of the piezo
pressed concentrically onto the end facr of the rock anchorwithPrestllk. Pressure was applied
to the piezo until the thickness of Prestik between the piezo and rock anchor was typicr
O,5mm.The effect of small variations in this thickness of Prestik was only to scale tue
magnitude of the signal delivered by the piezo, The piezo placement and interface formed
in this way had a repeatable. broadband and smooth (non-peaked) frequency response
suitable for investigating the response of the medium.
The magnetostrictlve transducer described in section 2.2 was placed 25mm from the near
end of the rod for all recordings,
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Sampling rate and record length
The sampling rate of the AID was set to 200kHz and the record length to 1024 samples for
aU recordings. Samples were recorded with a precision of 8 bits (which is fixed for the NO
used), giving a signal to quantising uoise ratio of about 48dB. This precision was considered
adequate for the responses obtained in the laboratory study. Aswill beseeninthepresentation
of results, the reflections are fairly strong in most recordings. The dispersion of the pulse
and its obfuscation by other signal components was assumed to be the dominant limitation
in detecting the echo. Some justificatlon for this assumption will be seen in the presentation
of the log magnitude spectra of the tiJn~recordings: due to the partial ability of the spectrum
to separate the echo from other signal components (which will be discussed shortly), echoes
which are not visible in the time records are visible as a periodic component in the log
spectrum. Only when the size of the echo approaches the limit of resolution of the AID (1
partin256, roughly speaking) will the reSCJlutionof8bits become aserious limitation. Below
this level, the echo will be lost in the quantislng process. Because aperiodic ripple consistent
wWt a reflection from the far end of the rod was seen in all the log spectra, it was assumed
that this limit wasn't reached.
Signal averaging
In the CAseof the smooth bar, the noise level at the output of the analog amplifiers was below
that of the quantislng noise of the AID and no signal averaging was used. In the case of the
rebar, the analog noise was typically 15dB above tbe quantising noise and the signal
averaging capability of the AID (set to 64 averages) was employed to reduce the analog
noise to a level slightly below that of the quantising noise. The inefficiency of the
magnetostrictlve transducer was largely the cause of the relatively low SNR for the rebar,
which has a diameter of only 16nun.
4.2 Time Waveform£! for the Two Samples
Appendix A shows the six time 1!i"(;Ordingsfor each rod. Figs. At to A6 are the recordings
for the smooth bar, from zero to fully clad, and Figs. A7 to A12 are for the rebar from zero
to fully clad. The following observations on the time responses of the rods caube made:
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4.2.1 Smooth bar
...Fig. Al, the response of the free smooth bar, shows three successive reflections in the rod
produced by the injection of a single pulse from the magnetostricttve transmitter. The
stimulating pulse is situated at the left hand extremity of the graph. The pulses are
well-defined and show little energy loss or distortion.
'" The response Of the rod clad with one concrete cylinder, Fig. A2, shows a distorted
reflection at about O,78ms.This reflection is distorted to the extent that it does not resemble
a delayed replica of the stimulating pulse, as was the case inthe free rod. A large, relatively
low frequency wave follows the stimulating pulse directly and continues throughout the
time record. decaying slowly, This characteristic is visible in all the recomings where the
rod was concrete-clad. A second pulse reflection is discernible at about 1,6ms, twice the
delay time of the first reflected pulse.
...The first reflected pulse is not discernible by eye in the time records where the rod is clad
with two or more concrete cylinders (Fig. A3 onwards).
4.2.2Rebar
The comments above on the time responses of the smooth bar apply equally to the rebar,
except for the following differences:
Ii< Large, decaying oscillations are visible in the response of the free bar, immediately after
each pulse. These oscillations are the result of the USeof an amplifier with a high-pass
characteristic, having a sharp cut in frequency of 10kHz. This amplifier was used for
recording the response of the free rebar only, and for no other reason than that the analogue
electronics for the experimental setup was still under development at the time, In spite of
the effects of the 10kHz filter, it can be seen from the response of the free rebar that each
reflection is more distorted than its predecessor. This dispersion of the travelling pulse is a
result of the more complex geometry (surface features) of the rebar,
II< The fitst reflected pulse is not discernible by eye where the fourth and fifth concrete
sections have been added.
4.2.3 Stimulus artefact
The magnitude of the stimulus artefact for all measurements on the smooth bar was
approximately 5% of the magnitude of the stimulating pulse. For the rebar, the figure was
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approximately 10%.The size of the stimulus artefactineach case was found by disconnecting
the piezo acoustically from the rod and observing the resulting waveform on the display
oscilloscope.
4.3 Log Magnitude Spectra of the Recordings
Figures B 1 to B6 in Appendix B show the log magnitude spectra ofthe time responses (Figs.
A1 to A6) of the smooth bar. Figures B7 to B12 show the same for the rebar, Because the
time records for both bars were oversampled to aid inspection of the time waveforms, aU
the time records seen in Appendix A were compressed by a factor of two before forward
transformingthem to find their spectra. This compression gave anew time record comprising
512 data points, the remaining 512 points being padded with zeroes. The following
observations regarding the log magnitude spectra for the rebar can hemade:
:I< The periodic ripple structure containing the reflection information can be seen throughout
the spectrum for the free rebar (Fig. B7), except over the first 10kHz where the information
has been removed by the 10kHz filter used for that recording.
'"The spectrum for the rebar with one concrete cylinder shows reflection information which
is limited to the band approximately ~DkHz to 40kHz. Sharp.spectral peaks occur at about
7,5kHz and 18kHz.
'" For two and more cylinders. the band containing reflection information narrows
progressively until it occupies a small region around and just below 30kHz. The spectral
peaks at "",5kHz and 18kHz maintain their position fer increasing concrete coverage.
Observations on the spectra of the smooth bar are much the same, with the following
differences:
*Reflection information is visible across the entire spectrum (Fig. B 1) for the free rod.
'" A spectral peak at 7 ,5kH7:. occurs in all spectra where the rod is concrete-clad,
'"A band of reflection Information which ~sconsistent with a reflection from the far end of
the rod appears to converge around 35kHz in the spectrum.
'Ihe observations of th~s section lead to a signal processing strategy for quantifying pulse
attenuation and time of arrival, which is detailed in the following section.
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4.4 Band-tlmlted Envelope Cepstra of the Ttme Records
To optimlse cepstral informarion about the reflection from the far end of the rod, a narrow
band in the spectra for each rod was chosen for calculation ofband ..limited envelope cepstra,
as described in section 3.2.2. The band for the smooth bar was 32kHz to 39kHz, and for the
rebar25kHz to 35kHz. 'Ihe band chosenforeach rod has to be fixed and used in thecalculadon
of all cepstra for that rod, so thatthe amplitude infonnationin thecepstra can be meaningfully
compared. The basis for the choice of these bands was thus rather subjective: the," ';-!':'!~'ll'
to represent the bands upon which the band ...limited reflection Information converges ; tl:e
concrete coverage of each rod increases. The choice ofbandfor a particularrod is complicated
by the fact that as the concrete coverage of the rod increases the spectral ripples become
less regular, and the validity of the assumption that the chosen band contains information
about an echo from the far end of the rod becomes questionable. A point ttl support of this
assumption will be made in section 4.5.
Figures Cl to C6 in Appendix C show the cepstra for the smooth bar and Figs. C7 to C12
show the cepstra for the rebar, Naturally. better cepstra ran be obtained by using a broader
band in cases wl-ere less concrete has been applied to the rod: see the band 25kHz to 50kHz
:n Fig. :aZi for example. Use of such a broad band on spectra for the same rod with more
concrete cladding (see Fig. B6, for example) would, however, include information which
is not related to' the echo from the far end of the rod. It is therefore necessary to URe the
"worst-case" band .. the one seen to bear the echo information when the rod is fully clad.
To illustrate the advantage of the band ..limited cepstrum over the full-band cepstrum when
the infonnation hearing spectral band has been CO~ttly identified and used, the full-band
cepstrum for the smooth bar clad with five concrete sections is shown in Fig. 4.1. Here, the
peakso clearly visible in Fig. C6 cannot be unambiguously Identified as the pulse echo, The
spectrum used to produce the full-band cepstmm was high-pass liftered to-remove the lew
quefreucy components which would otherwise dominate the cepstrum of Fig. 4.1.
4.5 Attenuation and Arrival Time Curves frOID the Ccpstra
From the cepstra shown ia Appendix C it is possible to plot curves of pulse attenuation and
time of arrival against grout coverage. 'The "pulse attenuation" is simply the peak value of
the first rahmonic in the cepstrum and the time of arrival is the quefrency value at which
the first rahmonlc occurs. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show these curves for the smooth bar and Figs.
4.4 and 4.5 show the curves for the rebar,
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These curves are central to the operating principle of a real instrument for finding rod length
and grout coverage: the grout coverage of the rod under test can be deduced from the
measured pulse attenuation, using a "calibration curve" such as the one shown in Fig. 4.2,
and the re,d length is determined from the pulse time of arrival.
The following observations with regard to the curves for the smooth bar can be made:
*Except for the first point on the attenuation curve, the pulse attenuation shows amonotonic
decrease with concrete coverage.
* The pulse time of arrival shows a gentle dependence on concrete coverage, increasing
tnonoron.ically w!lli coverage, except for the last point. This dependence, which bas a range
of 30% over zero to fully clad, \:; sufficient to necessitate making a correction to the length
of the rod calculated from the pulse time of arrival inorder to find the rod length to within
20cm of the correct vafue - once the grout coverage has been found from the attenuation
curve, the rod length can be determined correctly from a "calibration curve" such as the one
in Fig. 4.3.
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2.0
* The attenuation curve of Fig. 4.2 is not a true reflection of the energy loss "ithe pulse
with grout coverage: in finding the cepstrum of the time record, a narrow band offrequenoies
representing the least attenuated components of the pulse was selected. The true energy loss,
of the pulse must therefore be substantially greater than that indicated by the curve.
*The behaviour of the attenuation curve does not follow the simple exponential decay model
for plane waves in a lossy medium: the logarithm of the pulse attenuation deviates
significantly from what" should" be a linear dependence on grout coverage. The attenuation
curve of Fig. 4.2 can therefore not be replaced with a single attenuation figure (in Nepers
per metre) for the purpose ofinferrlng the grout coverage ofa rod.
Apart from some minor differences, the comments on the curves for the smooth bar apply
equally to those of the rebar. One particular point in the rebar's attenuation curve appears
to be out 1./" place with respect to its neighbours, however (please see the point for l,6m
grout coverage in Fig. 4.4). This data point was generated by the cepstrum of Fig. CI1. As
can be seen from the.cepstnrm, a peak does not appear at a position consistent with the peaks
from the other cepstza for the rod. To make the data set for the attenuation curve as complete
as possible, a value forthe curve was selected from a minor t>eak at O.90ms in the cepstrum,
where the correct peak "should have been". A possible explanation tor the failure of the
cepstrum here is the occurrence of a large spectral notch at 34kHz (see Fig. Bll) in the
spectral band 25kHz to 35kHz used to create the cepstrum, Of the twelve cepstra for the
smooth bar and the rebar, this appears to be the only one which failed.
Aliasing in the cepstrum for the free rod
The first point (for zero grout coverage) 01\ the attenuation curve for both rods is below the
second point, as a result of censtral aliasing: the strong multiple reflections of almost equal
amplitude in the free rod vir~ate the requirements for successfully forming the cepstnim of
the Signal (see section 3.2.1). The aliasing can be alleviated by windowlng the time record
with an exponentially decaying sequence, but in the context of the rock anchor problem thls
aliused point is of no consequence: real rock anchor installations will always be grouted to
some extent, and even if the reflection is very strong an alternative (possibly time domain)
technique can be used to deal with this special case.
Choice of band limits for cepstrum
Insection 4.4 the ;;l1Oiooof tile "worst-case" spectral band was justified on the behaviour of
the Informatlon-bearing band with increasing grout coverage. Some signal processing
experiments were earned out to determine the effect of deliberately selecting the "wrong"
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band for creation of the cepstra ~ when the band was widened or shifted it was found that
the attenuation and arrival time curves became irregular, and no longer seemed to be
representative of reflections from the end of the rod. The consistency of the data points in
the curves of Figs. 4.2 to 4.5 therefore appears to support the basis on which the
information-bearing bands were chosen.
4.6 Discussion
Inthis section an acoustical interpretation of various phenomena observed in the rock anchor
responses is offered. Since these phenomena will ultimately have an influence on the
performance of a rock anchor testing instrument, the contribution below to the understanding
of the acoustic Medium should be of value in future research undertaken, and in the
development of the "real instrument".
4.6.1 Spectral peaks and nulls
The log spectra of all the recordings for both rods, except the free rod case, have spectral
peaks which are fairly consistently located at 7,5kHz. The fact that the peaks have a fixed
location suggests that they are caused by a resonance in the free 10cm portion of the near
end of the rod. Further evidence to support this explanation is found in the frequency of the
resonance: if the mode of resonance is assumed to be the quarter-wavelength transverse
mode, then the frequency of resonance calculated from the wavelength and the transverse
wave speed in mild steel (3235m/s, from [16]) 7,6kHz.
The origin of the transverse wave component could be inthe geometry and acoustics of the
rod and grout bond Where the acoustic wave encounters the grouted section of the rod, or
in the geometry of the magnetostrictive transducer and the rod: if the placement of the
transducer coil with respect to the rod is eccentric, a transverse (shear) wave component
may be introduced into the rod. Support for the latter explanation appears in the fact that
the peaks for the rebar are more pronounced than the peaks for the smooth bar: in all
recordings for tile rebar, the magnetostrictive transducer of diameter 20mm was allowed to
lie (horizontally) on the rebar of diameter 16mm.
The spectral nulls (also more pronounced in the spectra for the rebar) may be related to the
resonance in the free near end of the rod If this is the case, then both the peaks and the nulls
will spread out to higher frequencies for real rock anchor installations, where the free near
end length of rod is generally less than IOcm. Because of the nuts and washers attached to
the exposed end of real rock anchor installations, it is also likely that these peaks will be
less pronounced due to the more complex geometry.
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An alternative explanation for the spectral notching is the phenomenon ofrnultipath: if two
similar pulses follow different paths in the medium. (for example. one at the grout bond with
the rod and the other at the outer surface of the concrete cylinder) and arrive at slightly
different times at the receiver. then the spectrum will show notches whose spacing is related
to the delay time between the pulses. With decreasing delay time between the pulses, the
spacing of the spectral. notches increases. This explanation for the spectral notching is less
feasible for the following reasons, however. Firstly, the notching is severe in the rebar and
almostlndiscemible in the smooth bar. Secondly, one would expect the delay time between
two signal paths to increase with increasing concrete coverage: the spacing of the notches
should therefore decrease with increasing concrete coverage. This trend is not evident in the
spectra for the rebar. If the spectral notching ard multipath is due to the finite dimensions
of the concrete cylinders, the problem will not be encountered in real rock anchor
installations.
4.6.2 Speed of sound in the medium
The speed of sound in the free smooth bar can be found from the echo delay time (O,73ms),
seen in Fig. AI, and the total distance the pulse has travelled inthat time (3,6m). Th" value,
5200m/s, agrees with the speed oflongitudinal S(l~lIldwaves in thin, mild steel rods published
in [16].ln a separate experimenc, the speed oflongitudinal sound waves in a slab of the same
concrete used to cast the concrete cylinders was found to be 3600m/s. The relatively lower
speed of sound in concrete explains the steadily increasing pulse arrival time with concrete
coverage seen in Figs. 4.3 and 4,5. Due to some complex acoustic interaction between the
concrete and the steel rod, thr> speed of the pulse is reduced to a value between that of steel
and concrete; using the pulse arrival time forthe fully clad smooth bar, this "effective speed"
is Calculated to be 4200m/s.
4.6.3 Reflections at grout diseontlnuttles
Coherent reflections. as one may expect to find where there is a step change in the acoustic
impedance of a medium, are not visible in the time records or cepstra of the recordings. The
grout discontinuity at SOcm from the near end of the smooth bar with one concrete cylinde.
for example, does not show a reflection at the expected posltion of230J.lS 1n1ts time record
- see Fig. A2. (The pulse return time of 230llS is derived from the pulse travel time in the
free lOcm section of rod and the clad 40cm section of the rod, using the pulse speeds of
5200m/s and 4200m/s respectively). Itmay be possible to model the grout discontinuities
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for compressional waves in the rod as a change in acoustic impedance, and obtain the
reflection coefficients for these discontinuities; the observations above imply that the
reflection coefficients are likely to be very small.
The transverse resonance inthe free portion of the rod's near end, on the other hand, can be
viewed as being sustained by a large impedance discontinuity where the rod enters the
concrete, and. so it is evident that reflections at grout discontinuities should be modelled
with caution. Modelling impedance discontinuities could aid in interpreting the response of
the medium and provide IImore sophisticated means of dealing with responses.
4.6.4 Band-limiting of the echo
As yet. no explanation for the band-limiting of the echo has been found. Should an
explanation be forthcoming, it may provide a better criterion for making the band selection
used to find the cepstrum.
4.6.5 Point of failure of the method
As the length of grouted rod is increased, there will be a point at which the cepstral peak
marking the re\'Pmed pulse is of lower amplitude than the surrounding cepstral
"disturbances", At this point. the returned pulse can no longer be unambiguously identified
in the cepstrum (without prior knowledge of the rod length and grout coverage) and the
method must be considered to have failed for that rod, grout and rock combination.lt is true
that leakage caused by windowing must make some contribution to the "cepstral
disturbances", but it is more likely that the limitation in the length of rod which can be tested
lies in the dispersion of the signal by the medium. As evidenced by the time recordings and
their cepstra, some components of the pulse are spread out to the extent that they cannot be
considered representative of reflections from the end of the rod, for the purposes of the
measurement. When these components, which cannot be distinguished from the "true"
reflection with the band-limited cepstrum technique, are of the same amplitude as the true
reflection, the limit of the method has been reached.
If some new way of identifying reflections from the end of the rod can be found, itmay be
possible to extend this limit. Judging from the cepstra of the two rods tested, the author is
of the opinion that the length limit for both rods in the experimental setup is around 2m.
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5 CONCLUSION
This laboratory study has demonstrated the principles of instrumentation required in an
instrument for measuring rock anchor length and grout coverage acoustically, and has laid
some foundations for the instrument's Jii!gna1 processing and transducer requirements.
The cepstrum method is not central to 7.\'l,eprinciple of the instrument, b~t1 should be seen as
an aid in quantifying echo pulse attensatlon and arrival time in recorded rock anchor
responses ~ were the rock anchor responses to contain only a direct pulse of simple shape
and an echo which is a delayed replica of the direct pulse, a peak detection would satisfy
the instrument's signal processing requlrements, Some important advantages of using the
band-Iimited envelope cepssum are its ability to:
* "recognize" echo pulses
* reject out of band noise in the signal
* identify and use the limited band inwhich the echo appears
* reject sharply peased natural resonances in the transducer and rock anchor
* produce a convenient data record, inwhich a simple peak detection operation identifies
the echo, its amplitude and its time of arrival.
The working principle of the proposed instrument is 1'.0 determme the pulse attenuation and
arrival time for a rock anchor and to infe .. its length ,Vld grout coverage from attenuation
and arrival <-tmecurves like the ones shown inChaplet 4.
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Because these curves were found once only for each rock anchor type investigated, and
concrete cylinders were used to simulate rock, the following questions arise regarding the
value of the results obtained:
>I< 00 the concrete cylinders simulate rock adequately - thatis, are the results of the simulation
representative of the results which will be seen in real rock anchor installations ?
>I< For a given rod length and grout coverage, are the results repeatable for a variety of rock,
grout, rock anchor types and grout distribution?
These questions are dealt with in the following assessment of the laboratory simulation, and
recommendations for further research.
S.l Adequacy of Concrete Cylinders in Simulating Rock
The discussion and Interpretation of results in Chapter 4 centred around an acoustic medium
comprising rock anchors clad with concrete cylinders. The applicabillty to real rock anchor
responses of the observations made and signal processing tactics employed in that chapter
is therefore questionable.
It is likely that the Severe pulse dispersion seen in the laboratory results is due to multipath
conditions in the concrete cylinders. That is, pulse components entering the cylinders are
not dissipated (due to the finite size of the cylinders), but return to the near end of the rod
after being reflected at the boundaries of the cylinders. Therefore it seems reasonable to
conclude that echo pulses in real rock anchor lnstallatl« AS will be slgniflcantly smaller, but
more coherent. The slowly decaying oscillations due to resonance in the exposed near end
of the rod should appear in real lnstallatlons, also. Because the band-limiting of echoes does
not appear to be connected with the inadequacy of the concrete cylinders, it seems likely
that echoes in real installations will be band-limited.
If the above speculations on the acoustic response of real rock anchor installations prove to
be correct. the signal processing methods used to deal with the responses obtained in the
laboratory simulation will retain their usefulness in dealing with real responses. Naturally,
though, the differences which will be seen in real rock anchor responses will demand changes
in the finer details of the signal processing used. The extent otthe deviation of real responses
from the simulated ones can be ascertained only by examining the responses of real rock
anchor installations.
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S.2 Recommendations for Further Work
Although the princ.iplc of the proposed instrument has been demonstrated in the laboratory
simulation, it has yet to be validated for real rock anchor installations: the feasibility (inthe
fundamental sense) of producing a real instrument has not yet been established, and depends
on the outcome oftests on real rock snchortnstallations. Collection of calibration Information
for the instrument is of secondary importance, and should only be done after the principle
of the instrument has been validated. The nature of further work on the problem is thus
two-fold:
*Completing the feasibility study by determining the repeatability of results with parameters
which cannot be corrected for.
:I< Collecting calibration data for various rock anchor, grout, rock and drillhole types, and in
so doing, ascertaining the types of rock anchor installation for which the principle of the
instrument is workable.
Near the end of the laboratory study the author had the opportunity of testing some real rock
anchor installations at the Boart Experimental Mine. Unfortunately, due to a time constraint
on the project, it was not possible to perform the comprehensive tests described above, but
the few tests which were made (these are descrlbed in detail in Appendix, D) brought to light
the following:
01< The echoes in real rock anchor responses are, Infact, smaller and more coherent than the
ones seen in the simulation using concrete cylinders.
*An AID with better precision (16 bits) will therefore be required in further investigations.
'"Echoes are band-limited and a resonance in the near end of the rock anchor appears in the
time record. The band"limitco envelope cepstrum therefore retains its usefulness in dealing
with the rock anchor responses,
With the improved AID recommended above, the laboratory method will therefore be
applicable to future research done in the field.
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Repeatability
The effects on pulse attenuation and arrival time of quantities which are unknown at a rock
anchor test site pose a problem to th~ principle of the Instrument, because. they cannot be
corrected for. Such quantities must therefore 00 regarded as affecting the repeatability of
the Instrument, Examples of such quantities are grout distribution and pot.sibly grout density
and air bubble content, and cracks in the rock near the rod..
In the opinion of the author, the effect of variable grout distribution presents the greatest
threat in the validation of the instrument's principle: Ihe fact that the attenuation curves in
Chapter 4 do not show an exponential decay with grout coverage lends Support to this
speculation. (Further investigations may reveal that some other "unknown" affects
measurements more severely, however). Finding the "worst-case" effect of grout distribution
on pulse attenuation and arrival time for a fixed grout coverage should therefore assume
priority in further work done.
This can be done by analyzing the response of appropriately installed test rock anchors, or
possibly with the correct treatment of an analytic or numerical model. An analytic treatment
of a realistic model is not recommended, however. This task would be arduous (if at all
possible), and the same objective can beachieved numerically withfinite element modelling
(FEM) or measurements made on a testbed of real rock anchors.
If it is found that the attenuation and pulse arriv;' time curves show an unacceptably strong
dependence on grout distribution, itmay bepossible to establish a simple rule which relates
pulse attenuation and arrival to grout distribution. A real instrument could then use this rule
in conjunction with the calibration data to deduce the correct grout cove-age and length of
a rod under test. Unfortunately. though, an instrument which makes use of this rule would
have to be capable of deducing the grout distribution of a rod from its acoustic response. As
seen in the results, longitudinal reflections from grout discontinultles must be very small
(undetectable in the laboratory data) and it does not seem likely that this will be possible.
If a dependence on grout distribution cannot be corrected for in this way, the instrument's
performance will be limited by the uncertainty in grout coverage due to the dependence. It
should, however, be possible to temper this limit with 3 statistical knowledge of the grout
distribution in under-grouted rock anchors.
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Calibration
The effects of rock anchor type on the attenuation and an1.valtime curves can be seen by
comparing thelaboratory results for the smooth bar and the rebar iundoubtedly, these curves
will show a dependence on rock and grout type, and drillhole diameter as well. All of these
"known" quantities (and any others which are found to affect the curves significantly) can
be taken into account by \~eneratingcurves from test installations for every combination of
the above, which occur in ~IlmesoThe data thus obtained could bestored as a setof'tcalibratlon
curves" in a real instrument, the appropriate curve being recalled and used to test a rock
anchor of unknown length and grout.coverage.
The success of an instrument which finds rock anchor length acoustically depends on both
the practical issue of dealing with mine condltlons and the validity of the principle on which
the instrument is based. The more pressing Issue in further research is that of validating the
instrument's principle. If further research shows that rock anchor length and grout coverage
can be inferred from the rod's acoustic response unambiguously, and with a precision of
2Ocm, the principle of the instrument is sound. If not, the principle of the instrument must
be considered invalid and the acoustic method should be abandoned. For the types of rock
anchor Installation for which the principle proves workable, the limit of performance of a
real instrument will be set by the worst-case mine conditions which the Instrument's
transducers and signal processing is capable of dealing with.
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APPENDIX A
Pulse responses for the two sample rock anchors
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APPENDIXB
Log magnitude spectra for the two sample rock anchors
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Band-llmlted envelope cepstra for the two sample rock anchors
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Dl INTRODUCTION
Inorder to investigate the acoustic response of real rock anchor installations, 13 rock anchors
were recently installed at the Boart Experimental Mine. Pairs of 2m smooth, straight bar
reck anchors of 18mm diameter were installed with 20%,40%,60%,80% and 100% grout
coverage. Each rock anchor was installed with approximately 20cm of its nearend protruding
from the rock fare. Three further rods of length 1,07m,. 1,3001 and 2,COm of the same
descrip ..: IIIand 100% grout coverage were installed.
Table 01 gives a summary of the set of rock anchors installed, and the exact lengths of the
protruding near ends. Grout percentages are expressed overthe fu111engthof the rod, except
wl. ..re the rod is fully grouted ~in this case, the grouted length is the full length minus the
length of the exposed end. All rods were grouted continuously, from the front end backwards,
for the grouted length. All rods had M20 threads cut into the near end, at which the
magnetostrictlve transducer was applied. Ends were filed flat for appllcatlon of the piezo
receiver and Prestlk was used as the acoustic interface material .. The grout used has a full
strength curing time of 1O~14 days. The rods were tested a day after they had been grouted,
The rods were tested without nuts, plates, doughnuts or mesh and lacing. All data are
quantised to 8 bits, and were recorden i\ the memory of a Thurlby DSA524.
Fig. No. Rod, FUeNo. Rod Length (m) Grout % Exposed End (em)
01 1 2 0 Free Rod
02 2 2 20 15
03 1\ 2 20 22
3 (data lost) 2 40 19
04 10 2 40 19
05 4 2 60 23
D6 7 2 60 27
07 5 2 80 25
D8 6 2 80 20
D9 9 2 100 19
D10 13 2 100
lJD11 14 2 100 4012 8 1.30 100 0tus 12 1.07 100--
Table lU Test rock anchors installed at Boart Mine
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The time responses of these installations are shown in Figures D1 to D13, except for one of
the 2m rods with 40% grout coverage. Unfortunately, this record was somehow lost at the
test site. It can be said, however, that the e amplitude in the lost record was about 10%
of the amplitude of the direct pulse. Echoes from the far end of the rock anchors arc marked
with arrows in the time response graphs, where they are discernible. The log magnitude
spectra for time records where an echo pulse is discernible are shown in Figs. 14 to 18. The
band of frequencies containing the echo Information is marked in each spectrum. Spectra
for time records which do not show echoes are not very useful, and so are not included here.
Cepstra and attenuation curves for the recordings are not given here because too few records
displayed an echo, and data were inconsistent ~'attenuation curves and cepstra would not be
useful. This problem will be commented on in the conclusion.
D2 ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS
D2.1 Evaluation of Concrete Cylinders used to Simulate Rock
A comparison of the real rock anchor responses with the responses from the simulation using
concrete cylinders shows that:
'"A resonance in the protruding end of the rod is visible in each time record and its spectrum.
'"The reflection in the real responses ismuch smaller but more coherent. That is, the reflection
is less distorted.
From these observations can be drawn the following conclusions:
* The stronger, more distorted echoes of the simulation are due to multlpath effects in the
concrete cylinders: acoustic energy entering the cylinders is not dissipated, but returns to
the ncar end of the rod.
*The concrete cylinders used for the simulation are therefore inadequate, and the simulation
does not give responses which are similar to (or representative of) the responses of real rock
anchor installations.
* The simulation was nevertheless useful in laying ~l1egroundwork fur both the hardware
and software for an instrument. The simulation did identify the echo band-limiting effect
which is also visible in the real responses.
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The longer travel time of the pulse with increasing grout coverage is not seen in the real
rock anchors responses (assuming that the given length and grout coverage Information is
correct). The arrival time in the real installations is fairly consistent, at about Q,88ms. From
this it can be concluded that the increasing pulse arrival time seen in the simulation is an
artefact produced by multipath effects in the concrete cylinders, and is a further indication
of the inadequacy of the concrete cylinders.
D2.2 Recommendations for Signal Processing
In the light of the new results. the following comments on the signal processing should be
made:
* The cepstrum retains Its usefulness: the real rock anchor responses are band-limited, and
the advantage of selecting the band of frequencies containing the echo therefore remains.
* The cepstrum derived from the band-limited spectrum unambiguously identifies the echo
amplitude and time of arrival for the real results, where the echo is large enough: because
the AID used to record the responses quanti sed the data to 8 bits, the echo inwell grouted
rods was irrecoverably lost.
lie An AID with a better dynamic range is required (16 bits) if echoes in rods grouted over
120cm to 160cm are to be detected.
D3 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
A disturbing observation regarding the real rock anchor responses is the IMk of agreement
in the size of the echo in rod pairs which are 20, 40 and 60% grouted. This lack of agreement
is clearly visible in the time signals Fig ..D2 and Fig. D3 for the case of 20% grouting. Fig.
D2 shows a reflection which is about ten times the size of the reflection seen in Fig. D3. In
the case of 60% grouting, Fig. D5 shows a reflection which is not at all visible in Fig. D6.
For identical rock anchors, grout, drillhole size, grout distribution and coverage and rock
type (that is. identical installations). one would expect echoes of comparable size. This
difference in echo sizes is not an artefact of the signal recording but is truly representative
of the acoustic behaviour or the rods. The large difference in echo amplitudes therefore
appears to be attributable to one, or a combination, of the following:
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(i) The tests were performed only one day after tile rock anchors had been installed. The full
strength curing time of the grout used is 10 to 14 days. The discrepancy in pulse amplftades
could be due to the fact that the grout on one of the rese had been curing for longer than it
had on the other.
(ii) The echo amplitude may, in each case, be truly representative of the grout bond
effectiveness of the rods: the difference in grout coverage could be due to an error in the
amount of grout applied to the rods, or due to a bad grout bond on the rod with larger echo
(caused by grease on the rod surface, for example),
(iii) Lack ofrepeatabilityin almost identical rock anchor installations due to some unexpected
acoustic property of the system. In this case, pulse attenuation cannot be unambiguously
related to grout coverage with the required precision and the principle of the instrument
fails. If this speculation is verified with further tests, the acoustic method should be
abandoned immediately.
The discrepancy can be attributed to (l) if, after the full curing time of the grout, the echo
amplitudes of rods with the same grout coverage concur.
If the discrepancy in echo amplitude still exists after the grout curing time, the validity of
(ii) can be investigated by performing a pull test on the rods. If the pull test supports the
observed difference in echo amplitudes, all is well. and further installations can be carefully
made (ensuring correct grout coverage) for further repeatability tests on the reck anchors.
If the pull test indicates the same grout coverage in the rock anchors, the discrepancy in
results must be attributed to point (iii). The veracity of (Hi) can be assessed by installing a
further two rock anchors which are grouted over 4Ocm. paying special attention to ensure
that grout coverage is correct and that ~'_etworod surfaces are clean and in the same condition.
If, after the full curing time of the grout, the discrepancy in pulse amplitudes still exists, a
pull test can be applied to verify grout coverage. If the pull tests indicate that the rods have
the same grout coverage, the acoustic method must be abandoned. Inthis case, finding the
reason for the discrepancy (in acoustical terms) is unlikely to lead to an improvement in the
method which will make the instrument viable.
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